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*1

(23) Samsung 1000W commercial microwave
oven, model CM1029

39

A hand-held digital thermometer, model E3119

40

A hand-held digital thermometer, model E3119

*2

(24) Samsung 1000W commercial microwave
oven, model CM1029

41

A hand-held digital thermometer, model E3119

*3

(116) Samsung 1000W commercial microwave
oven, model CM1029, boxed

42

A hand-held digital thermometer, model E3119

43

A hand-held digital thermometer, model E3119

*4

(117) Samsung 1000W commercial microwave
oven, model CM1029, boxed

44

spare

5
*6
7
*8

*45

Global knife set with block and 7 knives

(128) Plus Zap 30W insect-o-cutor, boxed
75cm electric Blue Seal Turbo Fan bench-top oven

*46

Global knife set with block and 7 knives

*47

6 various Global knives

120cm Foster under-counter two-door counter
fridge

*48

6 various Global knives

*49

Selection of Pro Cook professional knives

5 assorted wicker picnic hampers

50

spare

210cm stainless steel preparation table with a
drawer under and shelf under

51

A 150cm stainless steel mobile prep table with a
gantry over and shelves under

10

Stainless steel 8qt colander

52

11

Stainless steel 8qt colander

A 180cm stainless steel mobile prep table with a
gantry over and shelves under

12

Stainless steel 8qt colander

53

13

Stainless steel 8qt colander

A 180cm stainless steel mobile prep table with a
gantry over and shelves under

14

Stainless steel 8qt colander

*54

3 Colsafe colour-coded knives

15

Stainless steel 8qt colander

*55

3 Colsafe colour-coded knives

16

Stainless steel 8qt colander

*56

A Long-Life deep-fat fryer for stove

17

Stainless steel 8qt colander

*57

A Long-Life deep-fat fryer for stove

58

A 40cm stainless steel hand basin

59

A pre-rinse tap attachment with sprung-mount
hose, boxed

9

*18
*19

(115) A 3-station refrigerated drinks dispenser with
instructions and accessories
(114) A 3-station refrigerated drinks dispenser with
instructions and accessories

*60

A mini fridge

20

A stainless steel 5qt colander

61

21

A stainless steel 5qt colander

*62

A pack of 20 dishcloths

22

A stainless steel 5qt colander

*63

A set of 50 Kings Pattern knives and forks

23

A stainless steel 5qt colander

*64

A set of 50 Kings Pattern knives and forks

24

A stainless steel 5qt colander

*65

A small ice-crusher

25

A stainless steel 5qt colander

66

A large fryer skimmer

26

(30) 120cm Foster refrigerated counter with coldwell top and 2-door cupboard under

67

A small fryer skimmer

68

A small fryer skimmer

27

(FAIL) Large electric water boiler, boxed

69

A small fryer skimmer

28

110cm 2-door glazed display fridge

70

A small fryer skimmer

29

A Vogue 7-piece garnishing set

71

(25) An electric till system, model CR101

30

A 22-piece pastry utensil set

72

Assorted utensils

31

First aid kit

73

Assorted utensils

32

First aid kit

74

Assorted utensils

33

First aid kit

75

A large set of large serving tongs

34

A Vogue 12-piece garnishing set

76

A large set of large serving tongs

35

A Japanese vegetable fruit carving garnishing set

77

A set of assorted serving tongs

36

A hand-held digital thermometer, model E3119

78

A set of assorted serving tongs

37

A hand-held digital thermometer, model E3119

79

A set of assorted serving tongs

38

A hand-held digital thermometer, model E3119
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A digital scale set with 30kg capacity

80

A set of assorted serving tongs

81

(26) A 30cm electric buffalo benchtop bain marie

82

(63) 50cm commercial microwave oven

83

(28) Sam4s ER5200M electronic till system with
box of till roll

84

(29) 120cm electric Bartlett mobile hot cupboard
with carvery top

85

(27) A JCM electronic till

86

(FAIL) A 44cm Wittco cook-and-hold mobile cook
cupboard

87

(101) A 53cm Gaggia 2-station coffee machine
with groupheads

88
*89

112

85cm Bartlett model Harmony 6-shelf bench-top
combination oven, unused in original packing
crate, 3-phase electric

113

90cm gas Masterchef 6-burner cooker with twodoor oven under

114

(119) 90cm electric mobile hot cupboard with
sliding-door cupboard under

*115

2 blue plastic crates containing glass highball
glasses

*116

10 90" x 90" tablecloths

*117

Box of plastic glass crystal effect fruit/punch bowls

118

spare

(14) 130cm AHT 3-door display fridge

119

spare

(32) 80cm Moffat mobile hot cupboard with
ceramic top, lit shelf over and cupboards under

120

spare

*90

(33) 120cm Moffat mobile hot cupboard with
ceramic top, lit shelf over and cupboards under

*91

AEG built-in induction hob type 55FED02AU /
HC452400EB

*92

AEG built-in induction hob type 55FED02BO /
HC452020EB

*121

2 long lengths of block Oak work surface

122

(37) 60cm Libherr fridge-freezer

123

(38) 70cm Foster eco-pro G2, model EP700L
single-door freezer

124

(39) 75cm Williams model HJ1SA single-door
fridge

125
AEG built-in 2-burner gas stove type 55FED04GA
/ HC4120000GB
*126
(35) A parmesan or other solid/hard cheese grater
(240V)
(36) A parmesan or other solid/hard cheese grater 127
(240V)
128

(40) 140cm Sterling Pro model SEP1-142C1R in
original protective wrap

(34) A parmesan or other solid/hard cheese grater
(240V)

129

A Taylors glass cafetiere

130

A Taylors glass cafetiere

131

A Taylors glass cafetiere

132

A Taylors glass cafetiere

133

A Taylors glass cafetiere

134

A Taylors glass cafetiere

135

A Taylors glass cafetiere

136

A Taylors glass cafetiere

137

A Taylors glass cafetiere

138

A Taylors glass cafetiere

139

A Taylors glass cafetiere

140

A Taylors glass cafetiere

141

A Taylors glass cafetiere

115cm LPG Montagu large 3-burner grill on mobile 142
stand
143
100cm electric Eurofours four-shelf baking oven on *144
mobile stand

A Taylors glass cafetiere

109

70cm Merrychef meal stream, model EC501
commercial microwave oven

2 bags containing plastic disposable serving
platters in a stone effect

110

spare

146

spare

111

85cm Bartlett model Harmony 6-shelf bench-top
combination oven, unused in original packing
crate, 3 phase electric

147

spare

148

spare

*93
94
95
96
*97

10 108 x 54" tablecloths in white

*98

Approximately 75 white napkins

*99

Box of earthenware-coloured ramekins

*100

Box of white rice bowls

*101

80cm gas Olis solid-top griddle

102

(31) 25cm commercial meat slicer

103

Joseph Joseph intelligent waste bin

*104

60cm gas 2-burner char grill on mobile stand

*105

60cm AEG built-in coffee machine, model
CAT.MCIA,PE4571-M, with jug and accessories

*106

60cm AEG built-in coffee machine, model
CAT.MCIA PE4541-M, with jug and accessories

107
108
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(41) 110cm Polar model GH268 open-front multideck refigerator cabinet on casters with night
curtain
A Taylors glass cafetiere
A Taylors glass cafetiere

A Taylors glass cafetiere
Stack of 5 extra-large stainless steel oval serving
platters

149

spare

*184

Approximately 20 small stainless steel trays

150

spare

*185

Sharp model XE-A213 electronic till

*151

AEG model X99464MK2 stainless steel cooker
hood, boxed

*186

A large selection of assorted size pizza trays, a
pizza paddle and pizza cutters

*152

AEG built-in extractor hood with digital control

*187

A bundle of three assorted Sunnex serving utensils

*153

Electrolux model EED14800AX plate and cup
warming drawer, boxed

*188

A bundle of three assorted Sunnex serving utensils

*189

A bundle of three assorted Sunnex serving utensils

*154

A Jacuzzi UK stainless steel kitchen sink, boxed

*190

A bundle of three assorted Sunnex serving utensils

*155

An AEG model DL7275-M9 stainless steel
extractor hood, boxed

*191

A bundle of three assorted Sunnex serving utensils

*156

AEG type 58GADD5AU / HK654200F-B built-in
induction hob

*192

A bundle of three assorted Sunnex serving utensils

*193

2 JCC heavy duty lamps

*157

AEG model MCC3881E-M stainless steel
micromat combi built-in oven, boxed

194

180cm stainless steel mobile prep table with 2
shelves over and shelf under

*158

Electrolux model EFC90151X stainless steel
cooker hood, boxed

195

180cm stainless steel mobile prep table with 2
shelves over and shelf under

*159

Belling model 90DB / 444442830 flat white
extractor hood, boxed

196

120cm stainless steel mobile prep table with 2
shelves over and shelf under

*160

Belling model BEL90DB flat stainless steel cooker
hood, boxed

197

A large tray of chef and sommelier modern knives
and forks

*161

AEG model DK4460-M stainless steel cooker
hood, boxed

*198

Box of Bonza drinks measures

*199

A Pro-Ship digital scale set

162

spare

*200

A set of six assorted chopping boards with a rack

163

spare

*201

(6) A 60cm under-counter single door fridge

164

spare

*202

(FAIL) 245cm Williams 3-door counter fridge

165

spare

*203

3 trays of assorted Kings Pattern cutlery

166

spare

*204

(5) Set of GEC Avery model A601 digital scales

167

spare

*205

(FAIL) Coffee filter machine with 2 jugs

168

spare

*206

169

spare

(FAIL) A Robot Coupe model R301ultra food
processor

170

spare

*207

Approximately 8 various depth gastronorm trays

*171

(84) Gourmet triple-slow cooker

*208

*172

20cm Grundy electric mobile hot cupboard with
bain marie top and cupboard under

A tray containing a large quantity of patterned
knives and forks

173

100cm electric Tiziano 2-deck pizza oven on stand

174

120cm electric Garland bratt pan

*175

80cm stainless steel mobile cabinet

176

(42) 140cm Foster model EPROG1350L 2-door
freezer

177
178

209

120cm gas 6-burner range cooker with a singledoor oven under

*210

3 trays of London brick-style ceramic dishes with
lids

211

*212
80cm Kwikco Salva 4-shelf baking oven on mobile
stand
*213
(178) 60cm model GDN-450 glazed single-door
fridge
*214

179

(45) A 70cm Foster model EPROG600L singledoor freezer

180

190cm mobile refigerated cold-well servery

*181

40cm gas Imperial single-well frier

*182

60cm electric Garland specialist boiler

183

(10) Butcher's bone saw, model K3H2020,
butcher's band saw
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120cm stainless steel single-bowl sink with
draining board with taps and shelf under
Set of 3 assorted-sized stainless steel serving
tongs
Set of 3 assorted-sized stainless steel serving
tongs
Set of 3 assorted-sized stainless steel serving
tongs

*215

Set of 3 assorted-sized stainless steel serving
tongs

*216

Set of 3 assorted-sized stainless steel serving
tongs

*217

Set of 3 assorted-sized stainless steel serving
tongs

*218

Set of 3 assorted-sized stainless steel serving
tongs

251

90cm stainless steel prep table with shelf under

252

(13) Large commercial meat grinder

*219

Set of 3 assorted-sized stainless steel serving
tongs

253

(12) 40cm IMC model PC2 potato chipper

*220

Set of 3 assorted-sized stainless steel serving
tongs

254

Buffalo model CD606 20 quart mixer with bowl and
2 attachments

*221

Set of 3 assorted-sized stainless steel serving
tongs

255

IMC model S12-28 potato rumbler

256

Dehydrator for produce with American plug

*222

Set of 3 assorted-sized stainless steel serving
tongs

*223

Set of 3 assorted-sized stainless steel serving
tongs

*224

(47) Coolzone model CZ51549 small single-door
bottle fridge

*225

(48) 40cm Franke model Flair, type 654, bean-tocup automatic coffee machine

*226

(49) 52cm La Piccola 2-station coffee machine

227

(50) 120cm mobile refrigerated counter with a
wooden-finished double door

*228

60cm gas two burner chargrill on mobile stand

229
230

*257

Self-contained twin axle Catering Trailer. To
Include; 6 burner falcon Dominator oven (propane),
6 burner 4-shelf fan-assisted Falcon oven
(propane), stainless steel bespoke hot cupboard 6'
7" long x 19" wide, 4' stainless steel single
sink/drainer with shelf, bespoke hot water
immersion tank with mains (hosepipe) feed,
stainless steel hand wash basin, stainless steel
built-in storage, mains lighting, extractor fan

258

Self-contained Cold-room measuring 10ft x 6ft x
8ft, 3050mm x 1830mm x 2440mm (w d h) by
Williams with a remote compressor

259

spare

260
90cm electric Hobart 10-shelf combination oven on
*261
stand

spare
90cm Rational CD101 combination oven with 10
shelves on mobile stand

*234

90cm electric Hobart 10-shelf combination oven on
*262
stand
*263
90cm electric Hobart 6-shelf combination oven on
*264
stand
90cm electric Hobart 6-shelf combination oven on *265
stand, model CPRO-O61G-DA-KK
*266
Set of four aluminium pots with handles and lids,
16-, 12-, 11- & 9-inch sizes
267
12 Dudson fine China wavy decorative plates

*235

12 Dudson fine China wavy decorative plates

*236

12 Dudson fine China wavy decorative plates

*237

12 Dudson fine China wavy decorative plates

*238

12 Dudson fine China wavy decorative plates

*239

12 Dudson fine China wavy decorative plates

270

Blancotherm model 420 thermal box

240

60cm Winterhalter under counter drop front glass
washer

271

60cm gas Falcon 2-burner flat griddle

272

(8) 5cm Somerset automatic dough roller

241

50cm square gas Garland stock-pot boiler

242

60cm Washwrite model S700 under-counter dropfront dishwasher

*243

60cm gas Morwood Vulcan large fryer

*244

115cm Scan-Frost Caravell serve-over deli type
refrigerated counter (af)

*245

3 white chef's aprons

*246

3 white chef's aprons

*247

231
232
*233

(3) Williams model HG2T two-door fridge
(4) 90cm Williams single-door freezer
70cm Foster model PREMG600N single-door fridge
90cm Rational CD101 combination oven with 10
shelves on stand
90cm Rational CD101 combination oven with 10
shelves on stand
65cm Class EQ hydro 750 under-counter dropfront dishwasher

268

60cm Winterhalter GS 315 under-counter dropfront dishwasher

*269

3 plastic crates containing stainless steel plate
stackers

*273

(FAIL) 130cm Polar 2-door counter fridge with 2door cupboards under

*274

75cm gas Pitco large well frier

275

A Cidelcem specialist trolley

*276

Record bun-divider moulder

*277

A large Crypto Peelers model EMX60 60qt floor
standing commercial mixer with large bowl on
wheels and various tooling.

3 white chef's aprons

*278

3 frying baskets

*248

A large tray of assorted chef's utensils

*279

*249

50cm Winterhalter model GS202 bench-top glass
washer

(51) Samsung 1000W model CM1029 commercial
microwave oven

*250

65cm lift-top pass-through dishwasher
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280

(FAIL) 75cm electric Moffat benchtop oven on
mobile stand

*281

Assorted frying baskets

282

(94) 60cm Foster under-counter single-door fridge

283

(92) 60cm under-counter single-door fridge

*284

24" cheque-grabber, boxed

*285

24" cheque-grabber, boxed

*286

24" cheque-grabber, boxed

287

(111) Buffalo auto-feed hot water boiler

*288
289

*319

AEG type 72ENC05UG / KM8403001M microcombi fully built-in microwave oven, width 60cm

*320

(106) Samsung 1000W commercial microwave
oven in box

*321

(105) Samsung 1000W microwave oven in box

*322

(61) Samsung 1000W microwave oven in box

323

160cm stainless steel preparation table with shelf
under, with can opener attachments

(110) Buffalo meat grinder

324

(109) 100cm gas-powered rotisserie oven on
casters, model VSK-727

180cm double-bowl sink with draining board, 2 tap
sets and shelf under

325

150cm stainless steel single-bowl sink with
draining board, taps and shelf under

*290

Large grundy bin on casters

*291

Large grundy bin on casters

*326

( 108) 32cm Ice-O-Matic bench-top ice machine

*292

Large grundy bin, no casters

*327

(8) Buffalo 24cm meat slicer

293

150cm stainless steel mobile preparation table
with shelf under

*328

3 plastic stacking boxes of wine glasses

*329

8 wooden serving platters

*294

AEG Competence model type 71BLF05AG /
BP831460KM built-in oven, 60cm wide

*330

Plastic tray of ribbed white ramekins

*295

(11) AEG Competence model type 71BLF04AG /
BP7304001M built-in oven, 60cm wide

*331

A selection of wicker placemats

*332

A bench-mount bottle opener

296

60cm Flavel domestic cooker

*333

2 plastic crates of stainless steel sundae dishes

297

90cm stainless steel prep table with a shelf under

*334

3 boxes of pasta sets

298

180cm bench-top cold well

*335

6 large stainless steel water jugs

299

Quantity of large stirrers and paddles for bratt
pans and large stock pots

*336

Approximately 60 red plastic serving trays

*337

3 boxes of small wine glasses

300

spare

*338

301

40cm gas single-well fire

A stack of 7 large stainless steel twin-divided
serving platters with lids

302

40cm gas single-well fire

*339

303

135cm gas GGM gastro 6-burner cooker with large
340
single-door oven and ambient cabinet under
341
(9) 45cm electric Cammac bench-top bain marie

3 plastic trays containing stainless steel milk jugs
and sugar servers

304

spare
Commercial mixer, veg prep and mincing machine
attachments

305

65cm Electrolux lift-top pass-through dishwasher
with sink and cabling

342

Assorted pressed stainless steel and gastronorms

*306

3 trays of London-brick style dishes with lids

343

120cm stainless steel preparation table

307

Stainless steel trolley containing a large quantity
of assorted cutlery and crockery

344

120cm stainless steel preparation table

345

120cm stainless steel preparation table

*346

AEG model HK854401FB induction hob

308

Stainless steel trolley with a large quantity of
assorted glassware

347

Butcher's filling device, possibly for sausages

309

Low-level stainless steel table

348

Hand-operated slicer

*310

4 plastic stacking trays with teapots and latte jugs

349

(FAIL) Lammix kitchen device

311

120cm stainless steel prep table with shelf under
and can opener

350

Mono pie roller

312

(59) Electric Lincat 3-pot baine marie

351

120cm stainless steel preparation table

*313

(60) 50cm Fimar pizza dough roller

314

120cm stainless steel 2-bowl sink

315

60cm Kromo under-counter drop-front dishwasher

316

100cm stainless steel prep table with shelf under

317

60cm Kromo under-counter drop-front dishwasher

*318

AEG type VSGFE2 fully built-in 26 litre microwave
oven
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(93) Wet & dry vacuum cleaner

353

Polystyrene thermal box

354

Box containing balti dishes, stainless steel cutlery
and other stainless steel items

355

(63) Assorted items including baking trays,
cutlery, chopping boards, paper dispensers, tea
urns etc

356

(15) 110cm Indesit chest freezer

357

(53) Itimat bench-top oven

conveyor pizza oven

358

(54) Buffalo large rice cooker

359

(16) 230cm counter fridge with 4 doors under

360

Small metal rack with a small metal table

*396

70cm Carimali 2-station coffee machine

361

(55) 60cm electric grill

*397

362

(FAIL) Small slow cooker and electric pan

25-piece set of knives, forks, dessert spoons and
soup spoons in a plastic cutlery tray

363

(56) Tea urn

*398

25-piece set of knives, forks, dessert spoons and
soup spoons in a plastic cutlery tray

364

90cm gas 6-burner cooker with oven under

*399

*365

Tray containing a 20-piece set of knives, forks,
spoons and soup spoons, with cutlery tray

25-piece set of knives, forks, dessert spoons and
soup spoons in a plastic cutlery tray

*400

*366

Tray containing a 20-piece set of knives, forks,
spoons and soup spoons, with cutlery tray

25-piece set of knives, forks, dessert spoons and
soup spoons in a plastic cutlery tray

401

*367

Tray containing a 20-piece set of knives, forks,
spoons and soup spoons, with cutlery tray

(65) 140cm Foster counter fridge with 2-door
chiller under and prep top

402

Metal-frame glass-top bistro table

*368

A large quantity of stainless steel fish knives with
a cutlery tray

403

110cm Leisure Rangemaster 110 domestic range
cooker with various burners and ovens under

369

40 x 80cm mobile sink

*404

(1) 75cm Williams single-door fridge

370

150cm electric mobile hot cupboard with sliding
doors under and prep top

*405

(2) 140cm Williams 2-door fridge, model HG2T

371

(51) Electrolux model T8E potato rumbler

*406

300 x 1800 mm wall shelf in box

*372

Stack of approximately 10 stainless steel divided
dishes with lids

*407

300 x 1800 mm wall shelf in box

*408

Large Eclipse fast-food food slide

*373

Stack of approximately 10 stainless steel divided
dishes with lids

*409

Mobile rack

*410

100cm electric euro grill, 2-tier rotisserie oven

395

(87) 190cm Foster counter fridge with 3-door
chiller under and prep top

374

(64) 32cm Berkel commercial meat slicer

411

(52) 80cm Polar single-door fridge

*375

(65) 46cm Ice-O-Matic bench-top ice machine

412

376

(66) 40cm Icematic bench-top ice machine

(69) Approximately 50 wooden-frame red
upholstered dining chairs

377

50cm low-level table

413

60cm 4-tier pot rack

378

55cm low-level table

414

120cm 4-tier pot rack, flat packed

379

45cm square butcher's block on metal stand

415

120cm 4-tier pot rack, flat packed

*380

Box containing party plates

416

120cm 4-tier pot rack, flat packed

381

150cm stainless steel preparation table

417

(FAIL) 9 assorted-sized electric tea urns

382

55cm Class EQ model DU0750 drop-front undercounter dishwasher

*418

60cm electric Hobart bench-top ribbed hot plate

*419

60cm electric Hobart bench-top flat hot plate

383

55cm Maid Aid model D50 under-counter dropfront dishwasher

420

Large quantity of green crockery

421

60cm Maytag domestic dishwasher

384

50cm 3-tier mobile trolley

422

3 boxes of assorted glassware

385

Tall stainless steel mobile trolley

423

spare

386

Tall stainless steel mobile trolley

424

spare

387

Tall stainless steel mobile trolley

425

spare

388

Pressurised hot water vessel

426

Shelf of various stools

389

100cm Plasrack pot rack

390

3 popcorn vendor trays

391
*392
*393
*394

*427

(86) Samsung 1000W commercial microwave
oven, model CM1029, in box

150cm 5-tier heavy-duty mobile pot rack

*428

Yellow plastic box containing assorted divided
dishes with lids

(72) Samsung 1000W commercial microwave
oven, model CM1029, no box

*429

A red box containing assorted divided dishes and
balti dishes

(73) Samsung 1000W commercial microwave
oven, model CM1029, no box

*430

(129) Samsung 1000W commercial microwave
oven, model CM1029, no box

55cm electric Lincoln model Impinger 1314-F24-E
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*431

(74) Samsung 1000W commercial microwave
oven, model CM1029, no box

*432

(75) Samsung 1000W commercial microwave
oven, model CM1029, no box

*433

(130) Samsung 1000W commercial microwave
oven, model CM1029, no box

469

100cm electric Mono model BX oven with 4
shelves on mobile stand

*434

(75) Samsung 1000W commercial microwave
oven, model CM1029, no box

*470

Electrolux model EFG50022S extractor fan

471

70cm mobile 4-tier pot rack

(76) Samsung 1000W commercial microwave
oven, model CM1029, no box

472

Sam4s model ER-260 electronic till in box

*435

*468

Large quantity of Vitrex Ironstone Wood & Sons
banded white crockery comprising a large quantity
of cups, saucers, soup bowls, plates, side-plates,
etc

*473
(85) Pie warming cabinet, hot cupboard and a mini *474
oven

Casio model SEG1 electronic cash register in box

436
437

Streamline glass washer

475

89 80cm heated display cabinet with sliding doors

438

Large pallet of assorted stainless steel and
aluminium cookware, pots, colanders, pans, etc.

476

65cm Electrolux lift-top pass-through dishwasher,
model NHTG

439

Pallet of marquee parts

477

440

Various boxes of linen and cloth

110cm Scotsman model MV1000 large floor
standing ice machine with a Hubbard storage well

441

2 large baking trays

478

90 75cm Williams single-door fridge

442

110cm electric Pollini rotisserie oven

479

60cm comenda lift-top pass-through dishwasher

443

85cm electric benchtop oven

480

444

75cm chest freezer

22 80cm Iarp model ABX500PV single-door dual
fridge/ freezers

445

75cm chest freezer

481

446

90cm chest freezer

21 80cm Iarp model ABX500PV single-door dual
fridge/ freezers

447

spare

482

20 80cm Iarp model ABX500PV single-door dual
fridge/ freezers

448

spare

483

449

spare

78 40cm Maidaid model C401 drop-front glasswasher

450

spare

484

451

65cm Polar single-door model G52 fridge

79 50cm Masterfrost model C600 bench-top ice
machine

452

85cm Salva bench-top oven with 4 shelves and
digital readout on mobile stand

485

80 90cm Unifrost under-counter 2-door display
fridge

*453

6-cover Dreamland vintage crockery set

486

50cm mobile hot cupboard

454

160cm Williams 3-door freezer

*455

88 Casio model SEG1 electronic cash register in
box

*487

Laundry basket of linen and dishcloths

3 plastic stacking crates containing small sherry
glasses

*488

(FAIL) Sharp domestic microwave oven

*456

2 plastic stacking trays with highball glasses

*490

81 Large tea urn with removable water vessel

*457

Tray of Bridgewood white creamers

*491

82 Large tea urn with removable water vessel

*458

3 plastic stacking trays of wine glasses

*492

2 Carlisle mobile water storage units

459

60cm electric Parry grill

*493

460

Electric insect killer

Astrocast Echo single-bowl sink in stainless steel,
boxed

461

53cm wall-mounted shelf

*494

462

90cm Corsair wall-mounted 2-door cupboard

Astrocast Helix single-bowl metallic black sink,
boxed

*495

463

120cm Roland wall-mounted 3-door cupboard

Astrocast Geo 1.5 bowl sink in volcano black,
boxed

464

120cm Roland wall-mounted 2-door sliding
cupboard

*496

60cm LPG large stock-pot boiler

*497

60cm LPG large stock-pot boiler

465

250cm Williams refrigerated bench counter with 3
large doors under and prep top

466
*467

489

Large quantity of modern stainless steel cutlery

498

Large tray containing assorted serving trays

90cm gas Moorwood Vulcan Masterchef 6-burner
cooker with 2-door oven under

499

A large tray of mainly wooden chopping boards
and presentation platters

3 large twin-handled cooking pots

500

spare

*501
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118 100cm Lincat electric bench-top carvery

502

2 Brute buckets and a plastic tray

503

A mobile jack-stand for plate storage

504

A mobile jack-stand for plate storage

505

A mobile jack-stand for plate storage

506

A mobile jack-stand for plate storage

507

A mobile jack-stand for plate storage

508

A mobile jack-stand for plate storage

509

A mobile jack-stand for plate storage

510

A mobile jack-stand for plate storage

511

A mobile jack-stand for plate storage

512

A mobile jack-stand for plate storage

513

91 150cm mobile multi-deck refrigerator display

*514

5 plastic trays of plastic cups

515
*516
*517
*518

*2002

Epson ET-2500 Ecotank wireless all in one printer
in box

*2003

Epson ET-2500 Ecotank wireless all in one printer
in box

*2004

Canon Pixma TS6050 wireless all in one printer in
box

2005

HP Officejet Pro 6830 wireless all in one printer in
box

*2006

Brother MFC J5335 business smart wireless A3
format all in one printer in box

2007

Brother MFC-J5320 business smart wireless A3
format all in one printer in box

2008

HP office jet pro 8615 wireless all in one printer in
box

*2009
65cm Electrolux model NHTG lift-top pass-through *2010
dishwasher
*2011
(FAIL) 125cm chest freezer
*2012
Tray of vintage-type crockery
*2013
Tray of assorted items including cake tins, table
*2014
numbers, etc

*519

Tray of chef's utensils

*520

92 100cm Lincat electric bench-top carvery

*521

Tray of small glass dishes

*522

55cm electric Buffalo griddle

*523

A 170cm Cinders commercial barbecue

524

Large tray of gastronorm trays

525
526

Box of various items including candle holders and *2018
mousse rings
*2019
Box of salt and pepper pots

527

7 boxes of miniature Kilner-type storage jars

528

230cm stainless steel prep table with a shelf under

529

Two trays of mousse rings

530

Tray of decorative glass dishes

531

5 trays of plastic and glass water jugs and vases

532

Large box of assorted stainless steel items

533

Pallet of assorted white crockery including soup
bowls, tea plates, side plates, serving dishes,
decorative bowls etc

534

2 HP and 1 Canon all in one printers
3 HP all in one printers
3 various all in one printers
Quantity of various all in one printers on pallet
Sony MHC-V7D home audio system in box
Singing Machine Carnaval portable high definition
karaoke system in box

*2015

Ion Block Rocker sport high power waterproof
rechargeable speaker in box

*2016

Ion Block Rocker sport high power waterproof
rechargeable speaker with microphone

*2017

Ion Block Rocker bluetooth portable wireless
speaker in box
Ion Party Rocker Life wireless speaker with party
lights and App control in box
Singing Machine Carnaval portable high definition
karaoke system with 2 microphones

2020

Ion Block Rocker portable wireless speaker

2021

Casio Celviano AP250 digital piano

2022

R1 LG DVD 5.1 home theatre system

2023

Sony 4.1 audio speaker system

2024

(115) Grass Valley K2 SDi media client centre

2025

Sony DV Cam digital video cassette player model
DSR 60P

2026

Tascam model MX-2424 studio mixer

3 boxes of mainly plastic jugs and cups

2027

(119) Soundcast Outcast speaker

535

5 boxes of thermal flasks, no lids

2028

536

Stack of assorted wicker bread baskets

(129) Roland model VM-C7200 94 channel Vmixing console

2029

537

2 trays of gastronorm plastic lids

(130) Roland model VM-C7200 94 channel Vmixing console

538

3 trays of stainless steel tea pots

2030

Sony Playstation VR in box

539

1.5 pallets of a large quantity of white crockery
including cups, saucers, dinner plates, side
plates, tea plates, bowls, etc

2031

Signed Paul Gascoigne World Cup England shirt
with Certificate

*540

4 boxes of various sized mousse rings

*2032

Panasonic SC-AKX660 CD stereo system in box

*2033

3 boxes containing laptop computer plastic parts,
windows 7 COA labels

2034

Photographic lighting equipment inc.

*2001

Epson ET-2600 Ecotank wireless all in one printer
in box

BidMaster Office
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tripod/stands, screens etc
*2035

in box

Plastic crate containing motorised satellite dish
bracket, spider box HD digital receiver etc

2070

2 metal PC tablet stands

2071

TV wall mount

R3 Sony Active speaker system

2072

Insignia 2.1 bluetooth speaker system in box

Sony Active speaker system (no remote)

2073

Insignia 2.1 bluetooth speaker system in box

(118) Magnat 5.1 audio system

*2074

*2039

Bayan audio sound scene 3 A-wireless portable
speaker system in box

Sanus full motion TV wall mount for 22" - 55" TV
sets

2075

*2040

Bayan audio sound scene 3 A-wireless portable
speaker system in box

2 Microsoft wireless keyboards and mice with
dongles

2076

*2041

Panasonic 5.1 DVD home theatre sound system

2 Microsoft wireless keyboards and mice with
dongles

2042

Panasonic 5.1 DVD home theatre sound system

2077

spare

Rock Band 4 game for Sony PS4

2078

spare

2044

Swann CCTV recorder with dome cam in box

2079

spare

2045

Gaems MI55 gaming monitor plus back pack in
box

2080

spare

*2101

2046

R5 Steepletone encoding music system in box

2047

(120) Technics stereo stack system no speakers

Apple Macbook Pro model A1706 produced on
02/2017 13.3" retina display notebook computer
with PSU and box

2036
*2037
2038

*2043

*2048

*2102
Apple iMac 21 1/2" retina 4K display all in one
desktop computer with box no keyboard or mouse *2103

*2049

HP 27" IPS computer monitor (af)

*2050

R3 LG Blue-ray/DVD player in box

2051

(121) Technics CD player model SL-P222A

*2052

R4 Pioneer slim AD microsystem with PSU

HP spectre 13-V001 with box no PSU
HP Envy X360 model 15-AQ104 laptop computer
with PSU and box

2104

Apple iPad Air 16gb wifi table computer with PSU
and box

*2105

HP 15-BS043 laptop computer with psu and box

2106

Windows 10 Linx 820 tablet computer in sealed
box

2053

R6 Steepletone 6 in 1 music system

2054

R7 Steepletone 6 in 1 music system

2107

Acer Iconia tablet computer with PSU and box

2055

Kenwood KA50 stereo integrated amplifier,
Kenwood AM/FM stereo tuner and Fisher ST271
speaker

2108

Hudl by Tesco tablet computer no PSU

2109

Hudl by Tesco tablet computer no PSU

2056
*2057
2058

Pioneer model XC-HM82 D-K network CD receiver 2110
in box
2111

Acer Aspire 5750 laptop computer with PSU

APC 300 back-UPS

Microsoft wireless keyboard and mouse no dongle

2112

Acer Aspire 5536 laptop computer no PSU
Large quantity of PC optical drives

2059

Sony TA-313 integrated stereo amplifier (collectors 2113
item)
2114
R8 Bose Solo TV sound system in box
2115

2060

(122) R6 Sony VCR/DVD combi recorder

*2116

2061

Griffin Survivor slim sleek layered protection from
drops and screen damage for iPad pro

X-box 360 with quantity of HDD's, PSU and 2
remote controls

2117

2062

Griffin Survivor slim sleek layered protection from
drops and screen damage for iPad pro

2 X-Box 360 gaming consoles with 1 controller,
PSU and 2 games

2118

Sony PS2 with quantity of various games for XBox 360, Nintendo Wii and Sony PS2

2063
2064
2065

(124) R10 Bush micro CD stereo system

2119
(123) R9 Sony Micro hifi component system with *2120
DAB radio, iPod dock and CD drive
*2121
Mikomi DAB FM radio and Mikomi digital
*2122
dictaphone

2066

Coby dual screen 7" tablet portable DVD player

2067

Audi-Concert in car CD stereo

2068

3 boxed Bush portable DVD players

*2069

R11 Panasonic SC-NE3 wireless speaker system
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Large box of keyboards for computers
Plastic crate of LCD screens for laptop computers

Large box of various cables
Panasonic 55" LCD LED curved smart TV set (af)
R13 Toshiba 55" LCD LED smart TV set
R12 Samsung 65" LCD LED curved TV set no
stand (cracked screen af)

*2123

Samsung 51" plasma TV set (af)

*2124

R14 Sony 40" LCD LED smart Tv set

*2125

R15 Samsung 46" LCD LED 3D smart TV set

*2126

Samsung 55" LCD LED Smart TV set no stand

*2127

R16/R17 LG 55" LCD LED smart TV set (af)

2160

Michael Kors bag in black

2128

Sony 32" LCD TV set

*2161

Michael Kors wallet (af) missing strap

2129

(125) Toshiba 32" LCD TV set (af)

*2162

Motorola wifi home video camera in box

2130

(126) R19 Celcus 19" LCD TV set with built in
DVD

*2163

Motorola wifi home video camera in box

*2164
Toshiba 24" LCD LED TV set with built in DVD(af) *2165
Toshiba 32" LCD LED TV set (no stand af)
2166

Motorola wifi home video camera in box

(128) Technika 22" LCD TV set with built in DVD

*2167

Manfrotto tripod with soft case for compact
cameras

2131
*2132
2133

and box no battery

Motorola wifi home video camera in box
Samsung Gear VR virtual reality glasses

*2134

R18 LG 32" LCD LED TV set (af)

*2135

Sony RHT-G800 theatre stand system (af/some
parts missing)

*2168

Large qty of Maxell BD-R blu ray disk recordable
media

2136

Smoked glass entertainment stand

2169

2137

R18 Panasonic DVD home theatre sound system
unit no speakers with smoked glass entertainment 2170
stand

Pair of Turtle Beach earforce PX24 gaming
headphones in box
Pair of Turtle Beach earforce recon 50P gaming
headset

2138

Behringer tube ultra gain Mic100 vacuum tube pre- 2171
amplifier

Pair of X Box One Afterglow AG9 prismatic
wireless headset

2139

Behringer tube ultra gain Mic100 vacuum tube pre- 2172
amplifier
2173
Behringer tube ultra gain Mic100 vacuum tube pre- 2174
amplifier
2175
Behringer tube ultra gain Mic100 vacuum tube pre2176
amplifier

X Box 360 Afterglow wired communicator in box

2140
2141

X Box 360 Afterglow wired communicator in box
Samsung Level active wireless fitness ear buds
Blue buds X secure fit wireless buds
Samsung Level U Pro Anc active noise cancelling
headphones

2142

Behringer tube ultra gain Mic100 vacuum tube pre2177
amplifier

2143

Boxed Tomytec Thomas the Tank Engine and
Friends trainset in box and S-Track plan book

2178

Three boxed chat headsets for X Box One

2144

Graham Farish N-scale loco in box in green Flying 2179
Scotsman model
2180

Three boxed chat headsets for X Box One

2145

Graham Farish N-scale loco diesel in blue in box

2181

Four boxed chat headsets for X Box One

2146

Sylvac china elephant figure (af)

2182

Four boxed chat headsets for X Box One

2147

A Chinese mustard soap stone carving modelled
as a dragon on the back of a snail, h. 8.5 cm

2183

Pair of Black Web bluetooth headphones

2184

Pair of Black Web bluetooth headphones

2185

Pair of Black Web bluetooth headphones

2186

Zalman gaming headset in box

2187

Wired stereo headset Afterglow LVL3 for Sony
PS4

2188

Pair of Afterglow LVL3 wired headset for X Box
One

2148

Beswick china foal ornament

*2149

B&O Play A1 bluetooth speaker in box

*2150

B&O Beolite 15 wireless speaker

2151

Pioneer Freeme bluetooth speaker in box

*2152

Pioneer bluetooth speaker with soft case

Samsung Level U Pro Anc active noise cancelling
headphones

Three boxed chat headsets for X Box One

2153

Canon Eos 500 film slr camera with 2 lenses and
carry case

2189

Pair of Afterglow LVL3 wired headset for X Box
One

2154

Sony video 8 video recorder in carry case

2190

2155

Large box of various power cables

Pair of Afterglow LVL3 wired headset for X Box
One

2156

Velbon and Miranda tripods

2191

2157

A boxed Kodak Retina Reflex III camera with
operating instructions, brown leather case, two
Scheider 50mm and 135mm lenses etc.

Pair of Afterglow LVL3 wired headset for X Box
One

2192

Black Web gaming headset in box

2193

Black Web gaming headset in box

2158

Praktica Super TL film slr camera and Proktor 2
film camera

2194

Black Web gaming headset in box

2195

Black Web gaming headset in box

*2159

Canon Eos 1200D dslr camera with carry case
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2196

Black Web gaming headset in box

2230

Creative Zen Xtra 30gb multi media player with
case and charger

2197

Black Web gaming headset in box

2198

Pair of Afterglow gaming headset for X Box One

2231

Three HD video recorders ball point pen type

2199

Pair of Triton Kunai stereo headset for X Box

2232

Unbranded smart watch

2200

Pair of Triton Kama stereo headset for X Box One 2233
and Windows phone
*2234

Shelf containing a qty of 3D glasses

Pair of Triton Kama stereo headset for X Box One *2235
and Windows phone
*2236
Pair of Triton Kama stereo headset for X Box One
and Windows phone
*2237

Plantronics Voyager Edge bluetooth headset

2201
2202
2203

Pair of Black Web stereo gaming headset with
adjustable noise cancelling headphone

2204

Pair of Black Web stereo gaming headset with
adjustable noise cancelling headphone

2205

Pair of Black Web stereo gaming headset with
adjustable noise cancelling headphone

2206
*2207

Plantronics K100 bluetooth car kit in blister pack
Plantronics Back Beat Go 3 sweat proof wireless
ear buds
Plantronics Back Beat Go 3 sweat proof wireless
ear buds

2238

Qty of CD-Rom computer games mostly Pokemon

2239

Two Nook e book readers with 1 lead

2240

Lot containing Apple remote control, mini display
port, 2 VGA adapter and USB-C2 USB adapter
box

Pair of Black Web stereo gaming headset with
adjustable noise cancelling headphone

2241

Becker map pilot

Sony Cybershot RX100 M3 20mp 4K wifi digital
camera in box

2242

Nintendo Gameboy Advance SP with charger

2243

Apple i Pod Nano 4gb MP3 player in box

2208

Ricoh Caplio R4 6mp camera

2244

Apple USB super drive

2209

Panasonic Lumix TZ7 10mp camera in box

2245

Apple USB-C61W power adapter in box

2210

Unbranded SD memory camcorder in box no
battery with some accessories

2246

Two X Box controllers

2247

Shelf containing 2 pairs of in ear headphones,
multi media players, DVD radios, portable CD
players, etc

2211

Canon Powershot SX220HS 12mp digital camera
with cable no battery or accessories

2212

Kodak Play pocket camcorder with charger

2248

Wolsey distribution amp

2213

Sony e book reader with cable

2249

2214

Nook e book reader with psu

Bag containing a group of ear phones to inc. Orbit
Beats, Langstom and others

2215

Archos RV700 mobile DVR with charger and case

2250

B&O Play portable bluetooth speaker no psu

2216

Bag containing approx 10 various e book readers
no accessories (af)

2251

Repro FX spirit tattoo transfer paper roll

2252

Nine piece chef knife set in carry case

2217

Six various e book readers some cracked screens 2253
no accessories (af)
2254

Nine piece chef knife set in carry case

Wirelogic 2 high speed HDMI cables in blister
pack

*2255

Apple i Phone 6S 16gb mobile camera phone in
box

2219

Nintendo DS Lite, PVP3 gaming console in box
and Nintendo 3DS XL circle pad pro (af)

2256

Apple i phone 6 mobile camera phone with lead
(af) for spare parts only

2220

HP Nvidia NVS290 graphics card

2257

Samsung Galaxy S6 edge in white mobile camera
phone ATNT USA network

2258

Samsung Galaxy mini GT-15800 mobile camera
phone in box

2259

Bush Spira B4 5.5" smart phone in box

2260

Samsung Galaxy Ace mobile camera phone in
box

2261

Alcatel one touch Pixi 3 mobile camera phone in
box

2262

Microsoft Nokia 105 mobile phone in box

2263

Samsung Galaxy S4 mobile camera phone in box
cracked screen (af)

2264

HTC Wildfire S mobile camera phone with psu and

*2218

*2221

Motorola wifi home video camera with charger

*2222

TP-Link AC750 wifi range extender

*2223

TP-Link AC750 wifi range extender

2224

TP-Link AC750 wifi range extender

2225

Next Base 402G professional in car dash road
camera

2226

Pair of Plantronics Rig 500 gaming headset

*2227

Yada in car dash road camera with stand and in
car charging adapter

2228

Huawei tablet computer with charger

2229

Two Apple i Pod Classic and 1 i Pod Nano multi
media players no accessories
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Apple i Phone 6 16gb mobile camera phone in box

box

2306

Reproduction coins/ Roman/ The Civil War and
Roman coins from Fishbourne

2265

HTC mobile camera phone no accessories

2266

Bag containing HTC and 3 Nokia mobile camera
phones no accessories

2307

Shelf containing various RAF badges, costume
jewellery, compact, etc

2267

BlackBerry mobile camera phone with lead

2308

*2268

Garmin GPS golf watch with charger (af) broken
strap

Collection of United Nations stamp books from
1974-1987

2309

*2269

Kanex universal portable bluetooth keyboard

Collection of mint set of stamps form Channel
Isles and Isle of Man

*2270

Raymond Weil ladies wristwatch in bag

2310

Three boxes of costume jewellery

*2271

Raymond Weil ladies wristwatch in bag

2311

Small tray containing figurines and ornaments to
inc. Aynsley and Wade

*2272

Coach ladies wristwatch in box

2312

Five Oundle maps by ordnance survey

*2273

Rotary gents wristwatch in box

2313

*2274

Anne Klein wristwatch and 3 bracelet gift set in box

Photographs of Helena Bonham Carter, Roger
Moore and Steve Coogan bearing signatures
unverified

2314

Printed and framed photographs of Harry Potter
characters

2315

Two diamond cut paperweights in boxes

2316

Ball shaped table clock with box

2317

Sextant

2275

Radley ladies wristwatch in box

*2276

Invicta gents wristwatch in box (af)

*2277

Invicta gents wristwatch in box

*2278

Invicta gents wristwatch in box (af) straps broken

2279

Emporio Armani gents wristwatch in box

2280

Stuhrling gents wristwatch in box

2318

Brass compass in box

*2281

Pair of Tiffany and Co. ladies sunglasses with
case

2319

Silver handled magnifying glass

*2282

Pair of Hackett sunglasses in carry case

2320

An Ancient Order of Foresters 'Trustee' silk

*2283

Pair of Caroline Herrera sunglasses with carry
case

2321

A group of Anglo-American Chewing Gum Ltd.
'The Horse' cards, together with a 1935/36 Guntrip
Ltd. Turf Accountants diary and booklet

*2284

Pair of Tag Heuer reading glasses with soft case

2322

*2285

Pair of Rayban sunglasses with case and box

Lot containing 3 yellow coloured ingots and 4
yellow coloured crowns

*2286

Pair of Rayban sunglasses with case

2323

*2287

Pair of Rayban sunglasses in case

*2288

Pair of Rayban sunglasses in case

A group of four cased ballpoint pens including an
enamelled ladies pen by Cross, and three others
by Kate Spade, Hugo Boss and Lamy

2289

Pair of Rayban sunglasses in bag

2324

A group of cased Waterman pens including four
fountain and one ballpoint

2325

Small box of various binoculars

2326

Glass display of various miniature clocks

2327

Six boxed items of costume jewellery marked 925

2328

Lappis Lazuli cufflinks marked 925

2329

Blue crate containing various crystal ornaments

2330

Three pairs of Street Affairs ladies sunglasses in
cases

2331

Various sunglasses and reading glasses in bag

2332

Bag containing sunglasses and reading glasses

2333

A Halcyon Days pill box 'St. Valentine's Day
2002', another commission by Gieves & Hawkes
of Savile Row and a replica pocket watch
decorated with a female golfer, each boxed (3)

*2290

Pair of Gant sunglasses in bag

*2291

Pair of Rayban sunglasses in bag

*2292

Pair of Vespa sunglasses with case

2293
*2294

Polo Ralph Lauren sunglasses with case
Pair of Police sunglasses with case

2295
*2296

Pair of Police sunglasses with case and box
Large box of various designer sunglasses, reading
glasses, (af)

2297

suitcase containing costume jewellery and misc.
items

2298

Four sets of Royal mint proof coins 1987/90

2299
2300

Miniature
Miniature

2301

Large brass telescope

2334

Two boxes of DVD's

2302

Medium size telescope

2335

Two boxes of DVD's

2303

Two sheets of French coins from 1900's

2336

Two boxes of DVD's

2304

sheet containing 2 £1 notes and 1 10 Shilling note 2337
2338
1970's AA badge

2305
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Large box of vinyl LP's
Large bag containing DVD's, blu ray disk movies,

box sets

2373

Collection of 45 rpm singles in red folder

2339

Large wine cooler on stand

2374

Large bundle of boxing news magazines

2340

12" Coir ball fender

2375

2341

12" Coir ball fender

Red plastic crate containing a large collection of
Wedgwood pin dishes/trays

2342

18"x8" Coir side fender

2376

2343

GPO post box in black repro

Three plastic crates of collectable die cast car
models

2344
2345

2377
Large collection of Commonwealth and Stock mint
2378
and used stamps
Two books containing stamps on envelopes, active
service envelopes, recorded delivery letters, official 2379
letters, special postmarks, pre paid envelopes, old 2380
stamps on letters, etc
2381

Bundle of DC comic books
Stanley Gibbons international stamp album with
various stamps
Bundle of DC and Marvel comic books
Electric model of internal combustion engine
Box containing album of first day covers and
stamps, empty stamp album, loose stamps and
accessories

2346

Mainly GB and Commonwealth collection sets and
many first day covers in blue album

2347

WHS album Queen Elizabeth II and George VI
stamps

2382

White plastic tub containing boxed and unboxed
collectable vehicle models

2348

Small album of GB/Victorian/George V/George
VI/Queen Elizabeth II stamps

2383

Costume jewellery box with contents

2384

Plastic crate of collectable spoons

2349

Tub containing GB stamps off paper

2385

Box of die vehicle models

2350

Box of Brooke Bond tea cards and others

2386

2351

Shoebox of postcards

Plastic crate containing stamp albums, Gibbons
stamp catalogue, first day covers

2352

Sheet of Brook Bond British costume error cards
and large qty of loose tea and other cards

2387

Plastic crate containing cutlery and stamp album

2388

Two folders of antique newspapers

2353

Box containing a qty of Isle of Man unused
stamps and first day covers

*2389

Maisto special SE edition R8 V10 plus model car

2354

Box of assorted cigarette cards

2390

A silver plated oval tureen and cover, James
Dixon, w. 32 cm

2355

Qty of albums of postcards and stamps

2391

Australian rules football leather ball

2356

Bundle of Chelsea football club programmes

2392

Leather ball

2357

Box of stamps in albums on leaves, first day
covers, etc

2393

A & P Che Royalle globe

2358
2359

2394
Large UHE stamp album of British commonwealth
2395
stamps
2396
Old album with thousands of stamps

Telescope on tripod
Autographed cricket picture with cert.
Frank Millers Sin City the game extortion
corruption murder

2360

Collection of stamps on black stock cards mostly
mint

2397

Three graduated bird cages

2361

Prinz album with stamps Gold Coast plus Ghana

2398

2362

The Windsor plus Concorde albums with stamps
from GB

Two advertising pictures on canvas and 1 metal
bar and lounge advertising sign

2399

Yellow Danish dial phone

2363

Boots luxury stamp album with stamps from Fiji
and Mauritius

2400

Vintage telephone

2401

Two fishing boat models and fishing related glazed
and framed display

2364

32 Page stock book of British plus Commonwealth
stamps
2402

Floral ornamental ceramic rocking horse

2365

Box of stamp albums plus contents

2403

Two gas masks

2366

Stock book of British and Commonwealth stamps

2404

Three African carved figures

2367

Approx 11 Canadian pennants

2405

2368

Sun outdoor bottle opener

Eight 1930's German cigarette card albums
various subjects

2369

Antique rusty metal plaque

2406

Two Technics SP-CS7 speakers

2370

Police notice metal plaque

2407

Multi port passive POE injector unit

2371

Beware of the Dog metal plaque

2408

Heller 1.125 maxi catamaran sealed model

2372

Boxed oriental writing set

2409

(127) R20 JVC stereo stack system

BidMaster Office
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2410

3 framed and glazed photographs Bedford
embankment and butterfly bridge

2411

Oscar Doutrelon Detry lille marble and slate cased 3009
pendulum chiming garniture clock with key and
mercury pendulum
3010
BCE snooker cue with case

2412

Boxed and unboxed cutlery

3011

2413

Box containing WW2 first day covers, stamps and
books

(RR Sep 23) A late 19th/early 20th century oak
side table, the rectangular surface above a carved
tripod base of Regency design, h. 73 cm

2414

Selection of Shakin Stevens LP's

3012

Oak grandmother clock case

2415

Three various video cameras

3013

Set of red painted Avery scales

2416

Georgian mahogany serpentine fronted toilet mirror

2418

Two cast iron kitchen scales with brass pans plus 3014
2 sets of cast iron weights 1 imperial and 1 metric 3015
set
3016
Plastic crate of stamp catalogues, first day covers 3017
and stamps
3018
Cased Selmer USA flute

2419

Windsor cased flute

3019

Georgian oak chest of 2 over 5 drawers

2420

Ion Sunburst electric guitar

*3020

Cherry wood nest of 3 tables

2421

Ashton acoustic guitar in dark blue

3021

2422

Unbranded acoustic guitar

Carved pine over mantle shelf with acorn and leaf
decoration

2423

Sagadia natural finish acoustic guitar

3022

Pine and stainless steel kitchen island

2424

Casio CT-310 digital keyboard

3023

(1) French oak chest of 3 drawers

2425

Violin without bow

3024

Oil on card industrial setting

2426

Eleca 3/4 size classic acoustic guitar

3025

spare

2427

Yamaha PSR-520 digital keyboard

3026

Garrard and Co mantle clock

2428

Yamaha PSR 2000 music keyboard

3027

Watercolour bridge, stream, ducks

2429

Acoustic Solutions MK-2054 electronic keyboard
in box

3028

David and Ashley quartz mantle clock

3029

(7) Oak pail

2430

Violin with hard case and bow

3030

(6) 2 toned wooden plant pot

2431

Violin with bow and soft case

3031

2432

Hofner no. 670 classic acoustic guitar in hard
carry case

2 blue and white ginger jars, figure of Buddha and
3 Chinese sages

3032

2433

Three boxes of various LP's

Edwardian mirror backed sideboard with carved
panels

2434

spare

3033

Bialaddin paraffin lamp

2435

spare

3034

(8) Carved x-shaped chair with leather seat

2436

spare

3035

(15) Oil on canvas study of a boy with basket

3036

2 Victorian embroidered panels

2437

spare

3037

2438

spare

2439

spare

Wicker fisherman's creel plus a qty of tackle to
include reels and line, rod bag plus fibre glass
rods and keep nets

2440

spare

3038

3001

Pair of black metal lanterns

Framed and glazed watercolour stream, water
lilies and willow trees

3002

Reproduction mahogany coffee table

3039

(1) Framed and glazed print cricket match at
Bedford school

3003

Oak coffer

3040

French fruit wood dressing table

3004

Fisherman's umbrella

3041

(5) Heavily carved wooden vase

3005
3006

3 piece cane Ottobrand coarse fishing rod
Oak chest of 2 over 3 drawers with 2 door
cupboard over

3042

(3) Oak marble topped night stand

3043

Barley twist oak fire curb

3007

Pair of British Airways advertising posters

3044

(4) Marble topped cabinet with drawer, shelf and
cupboard under

3008

Modern oil on canvas folly, pond and trees

3045

spare

2417

BidMaster Office
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Grouse hunting engraving, 3 watercolours of
coastal scenes and print of the coaching party

spare
Demi lune flame mahogany drinks cabinet
Cast iron and brass fire companion set
(82) Onyx table lamp plus a floral decorated
pottery table lamp with shade

3046

(9) Oak coffer with carved panels

3081

2 silver plated bacon dishes

3047

(16) Oil on canvas sailing ship at sea

3082

3048

(17) Oil on canvas country cottage, cherry
blossoms and pond

(RR Sep 26) A pair of 19th century walnut framed
open armchairs in pale yellow buttoned upholstery

3083

(RR Sep 1) A Louis XIV-style beech framed side
chair

3049

Copper and brass kettle

3050

Double door Edwardian china cabinet

3084

3072 Collection of silver plated dishes

3051

2 oriental fans

3085

spare

3052

(RR Sep 67) A 19th century single door cabinet
with a partially fitted interior, h. 42 cm

3086

Shelf with glug glug jug, silver plated tankard,
cutlery, ornamental figures and china

3053

2 inlaid sewing and jewellery boxes plus an
Edwardian photo album

3087

3077 2 Penn fishing reels and a qty of surfcaster
rods

3054

Box containing fishing reels and rod rests

3088

10 drawer apple store by E H Taylor of Wellwyn

3055

spare

3089

Pine dresser

3056

Victorian drop side spider table

3090

3057

(63) Students globe

3058

Miniature beech easel

3059

Vintage telephone

3060

(2) Pine chest of 3 drawers

(RR Sep 231) F.. Airey (English School, 20th
century),
A study of a cottage, chickens in the foreground,
signed,
oil on canvas,
25.5 x 35.5 cm, together with another by the same
hand, a pair (2)

3061

(11) 4 oak stick back dining chairs

3091

24 pine storage boxes

3062

3056 Glazed oak bureau bookcase

3092

3079 Qty of oils on canvas by A Meredith

3063

Painting on metal, geisha girls

3093

(1) Qty of Jack Vetriano style prints

3064

Pair of crutches and a bent wood walking stick

3094

(2) Ebonised and gilt mirror frame

3065

(12) Cream painted and floral upholstered armchair 3095

3066

(13) Oak hall stand

3067

Carved African family group figure, 2 masks and a
3096
pottery dish

3068

Pencil drawing portrait of a lady

3069

Stannard print of cottage

3070

Brown leather porters chair

3071

Victorian mahogany perdonium

3072

Black faux fur ladies coat

3073

(RR Sep 162) A 20th century mahogany and
pierced barometer and thermometer

3074

Adjustable teak duet stool

3075

(RR Sep 402) An early 20th century Walker & Hall 3101
silver plated basket of shaped rectangular form
3102
having a swing handle and pierced decoration, w. 3103
28 cm

Pulp Fiction advertising poster

3076

(RR Sep 176) An early 20th century parasol with a 3104
folding handle and a bone finial

Oil on canvas by W Richardson country setting,
stream cottage and hills

3077

(RR Sep 367) A group of four cut glass decanters 3105
and stoppers, max h. 27 cm
3106
(RR Sep 372) A pair of early 20th century
decanters and stoppers of elongated globular form, 3107
h. 29 cm
3108
(RR Sep 307) A 19th century Cantonese teapot
and cover, typically decorated in coloured enamels
with a court scene, insects, flowers and birds, h.
3109
20 cm (af)

spare

Collection of novelty teapots

Oval bevelled mirror in decorative frame

3078

3079

3080

BidMaster Office

Box containing large qty of Bedford related prints,
watercolour Dover, city plans and engravings

*3097

(53) Gothic style mirror in metal frame

3098

Pencil sketch of a cat plus ltd ed print of woodland

3099

3084 4 Framed and glazed prints depicting birds

3100

(RR Sep 255) Romrad (20th Century),
A Continental villa,
signed,
oil on board,
47 x 62 cm

3110
15

Victorian portrait of a lady, watercolour path and
trees plus a watercolour harbour, boats and
cottages

3 Framed and glazed prints of Japanese ladies
Victorian oil on canvas country cottage in Birds
Eye maple frame

Print of Sidney harbour
Prints of harbour scenes, engravings of coastal
village and man walking his dog
3089 Map, engraving of mother and child, religious
print plus figures in street
Regency mirror plus a large qty of paintings and
prints

3111

Trial proof etching of Warwick castle

3112

3094 Print gentleman on horses

3113

( RR Sep 236) George Heywood Maunoir Sumner,
A study of a deer park,
etching,
3136
24 x 17 cm and another by the same hand (2)
3137
Framed and glazed print of the coaching party

3114

entitled 'When George Was King'
3115

3 modern wall hangings New York sky scrappers

3116

Artists proof print comical scene, children holding
court

3117

Carved wooden African figure

3118

Watercolour, portrait of a gentleman

3119

(RR Sep 242) Ronald Dean,
'SS Canberra disembarking unit of 3 Commando
Brigade at San Carlos Water 82',
signed to mount along with Major General Sir
Jeremy Moore, Captain Denis J Scott-Masson and
Colour Sergeant Barrie Sherrin,
coloured reproduction,
48 x 69 cm

3120

initialled verso,
19 x 27 cm,
together with a pencil drawing of resting goats, an
etching of a gentleman and a pair of pencil
sketches 'Spring' and 'Diana'
(2) David Green sketch of Felmersham
Tony Hudson print entitled 'The Mountain'

3138

(RR Sep 258) After F.. Bromley,
'The Meeting of Her Majesty's Staghounds on
Ascot Heath',
coloured engraving,
53 x 78 cm

3139

Modern oil on canvas country cottage, woodland
and lake

3140

Pair of Vassily Kandinsyk abstract prints

3141

(18) Large floral carpet red background

3142

(19) Multi-coloured carpet with geometric and floral
pattern

3143

(20) Large red and gilt carpet, floral pattern

3144

(21) Large carpet with salmon pink background

3145
Qty of prints to include city scapes, churches, still
3146
life with flowers, view of Bedford, plus a Bernard
West pen and ink drawing figures outside building

spare
(RR Sep 168) A Columbia Records boxed set MM895 'Gentlemen Prefer Blondes', together with
three other sets including 'Decca No. 359
Oklahoma!', 'Columbia MM-686 Finian's Rainbow'
and 'Columbia MM-850 South Pacific'

3121

LS Lowry print figures on beach

3122

Ltd Ed Bedford Modern School

3123

2 watercolours woodland scenes, etching of St
3147
Peters church, David Green print of Great Barford

3124

3 Framed and glazed Parisan prints

3125

spare

3126

spare

3127

Comical print children's wedding party

3148

Pine sideboard, 2 drawers, 2 doors under

3128

Box containing qty of prints and engravings, still
life with flowers, village lane, city scapes and
others

3149

Julian Bowen beech dining table plus 2
upholstered carvers and 4 chairs

3150

(RR Sep 31) A 19th century mahogany supper
table, the circular top on a turned column, platform
base and three scrolled feet, d. 121 cm

3151

Victorian mahogany circular drop side table

3152

(RR Sep 226) A. P. Thomson,
Edinburgh Castle,
signed,
etching,
23 x 17 cm, together with two further etchings (3)

3153

(RR Sep 36) A George III oak tilt-top table, the
circular top on a turned support and tripod base
with pad feet, d. 90 cm

3154

2 floral upholstered footstools

3129

Modern oil on canvas winter scene with cottage
and tree

3130

(RR Sep 225) Frederick Alfred Slocombe (British,
1847-c.1920),
Windsor Castle from The Great Park,
etching,
25 x 17.5 cm

3131

(RR Sep 265) David Ellis (20th Century),
'Snow Scene in the grounds of Cecil Higgins
Museum, Bedford',
signed and dated '05,
oil on panel,
30 x 44 cm

(RR Sep 516) Russian Art Reference Collection. A
selection of larger format Art reference books
including a title featuring Poster Art 1917 - 1967,
Pictorial Souvenirs of Russian Writers, Medieval
Icons, Frescoes & Religious Art, Figure Drawing &
Anatomy Theatrical Art.

3132

2 modern oils on board sailing ships

3155

spare

3133

4 Framed and glazed CHinese prints with table
clothes and crockery

3156

Square oak lamp table with drawer and shelf under

3157

Pair of square Sheesham lamp tables

3134

8 Framed and glazed brass rubbings

3158

3135

(RR Sep 268) M..T.. (19th Century),
A study of a cart leaving a driveway,

Glazed rubber wood coffee table with wicker
second tier

3159

Ten boxes of Kenrick grey and black castors

BidMaster Office
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3160

2 boxes containing sheet music and vinyl records

3193

(23) Pink floral carpet

3161

Cased Singer sewing machine

3194

3162

Dark wood entertainment stand

3163

Oil on board of pheasants

3164

2 circular brass trays plus towel rings and other
brass ware

(RR Sep 250) After Pietro Torrini,
a group of monks,
Pear's print,
46 x 56 cm,
together with another after the same hand

3195

3165

(RR Sep 145) A cased 'The Ernest Sewell
Tiddlytennis' set

Modern oil on canvas coaching party, cottages in
background

3166

3167
*3168

3196
(RR Sep 667) Two large landscape folio Albums
3197
from a Russian context containing monochrome
*3198
photographs of varying formats featuring Actors
and theatrical scenes together with what appear to 3199
be photos of family groups and members.
3200
Probably dating from 1950s/60s with no apparent
information with regard to provenance or identity. 3201

3035 Fabric single fold divider
4ft 6 mattress
Painted metal trunk
2 carved footstools
Walnut extending dining table plus 2 carvers and 4
chairs

Qty of prints to include South Sea whaling,
country house, garden party and a picture frame

3202

Walnut nest of 3 tables

Dark wood console with glazed doors

3203

Circular bent cane and glazed conservatory table
plus 4 matching armchairs

3204

Grovener red floral rug

3205

spare

3206

3 boxes containing beer mats plus a box
containing vinyl records

3207

10 boxes containing large qty of reference books
and novels

3169

Waxed pine dresser

3170

Pair of black leather effect and chrome swivel bar
stools

3171

Pair of wicker 3 drawer storage cabinets

3172

Small glazed bijouterie style table

3173

3 pine stools

3174

Print of puppies and huntsman plus a Russell Flint 3208
print
3209
(RR Sep 580) Angling and Natural History
Miscellany : A collection of 20 titles in a variety of
formats featuring books on Angling and a range of
3210
natural history topics.

3175

(c) Dark painted storage unit with 8 compartments

3176

Teak drop side table

3177

(RR Sep 76) A set of four William IV mahogany
framed bar back dining chairs

3178

X-shaped upholstered stool

3179

Victorian mahogany jardinaire

(14) Oak hanging shelf with coat hooks under
(RR Sep 16) An Edwardian and later button
upholstered mahogany framed chaise on turned
feet
Provincial arts and crafts beech and oak chair with
upholstered seat and back

3211

(RR Sep 270) A group of four maps including 'A
New Map of the Southern part of Scotland', 24 x
33 cm and three others

3212

Walnut nest of 3 tables

3213
Upholstered stool plus a turned beech plant stand 3214
2 watercolours by Fergus Stevens, river, woodland
and jetty plus sheep and country cottage

Walnut coffee table on cabriole supports

3182

Circular glazed table with print of cats to the
centre

3215

Oak finished dining table with 4 cream leather
effect chairs nesting under

3183

Campaign style narrow 5 drawer cabinet

3216

Boxed Dimplex heater (a/f)

3184

Nest of 3 teak tile topped tables

3217

3185

spare

3186

3054 Walnut bedside cabinet

3187

Eagle decorated Chinese vase

(RR Sep 214) Francis Kelly (b.1927),
'Woman',
signed in pencil,
artist's proof,
28 x 16 cm

3188

Electric Alfa sewing machine in walnut case

3218

3189

Teak G Plan TV cabinet

White painted octagonal side table with second
tier

3190

3237 Teak bureau with drawers and cupboard
under

3219

Pair of reproduction mahogany pie crust wine
tables

3191

(22) Multi-coloured carpet runner

3220

Bent cane and wicker storage stand

3192

3151 Multi-coloured carpet with geometric pattern *3221

3180
3181

BidMaster Office
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Reproduction mahogany narrow bookcase with a
large qty of Encyclopedia Britannica and Readers
Digest novels

4 Ercol dining chairs with floral cushions

*3222

Reproduction mahogany coffee table

3259

Brown shag pile carpet

*3223

Reproduction mahogany nest of 3 tables

3260

Brown fabric sofa bed

*3224

French inlaid drop side table

*3261

Folding stowaway bed

3225

spare

*3262

3 pottery plant pots

3226

Peach coloured glass table lamp

3263

3227

Satin walnut pot cupboard

Pair of Beith Craft Reproduction mahogany chest
of 5 drawers (a/f)

3228

G Plan style TV stand

3264

4ft 6 mattress

3229

Box containing hat making accessories to include 3265
ribbon, lace etc
*3266

3230

Single divan bed with mattress
Brown fabric modular 5 piece corner suite with
footstool

Qty of loose prints by Arthur Elsley, Barry Clark,
Fred Morgan and others

3267

Circular glass side table plus a 2 tier coffee table

3231

Floral fabric armchair

*3268

3232

Slatted child's bench

Glazed coffee table on black and silver painted
base

3233

Painted rowing boat shaped storage display stand 3269

3234

Inlaid coffee table

Blue and red caucasian woolen rug with geometric
and floral pattern

*3270
(RR Sep 522) Miscellaneous collection of volumes
*3271
including children's, adventure, topography &
natural history titles. Mainly 8vo, Hb with Djs.
*3272

Folding stowaway bed

*3236

Walnut 3 drawer bedside cabinet

*3273

Wall tapestry in frame

*3237

Reproduction mahogany cabinet with single
drawer under

*3274

Bayside boxed TV stand (a/f)

3275

2 electric heaters

*3238

Teak open fronted bookcase

3276

3203 Glazed pine hanging display cabinet

*3239

Oak fall front cabinet on raised supports

3277

(RR Sep 564) Beazley D. : Images of Angling Illustrated Review of Three Centuries of British
Angling Prints, 2010; Quinn T. : Angling in Art,
1991. Both qto hb + dj, 1st.Eds.

3278

(RR Sep 555) Malloch P. : Life - History and
Habits of the The Salmon, Sea - Trout, Trout and
other Freshwater Fish, 1912, Qto. Hb. Illus. cloth,
text & illus; Bickerdyke J. : Book of the All-Round
Angler, 1922. 8vo Hb. Text & illus.

3235

3240

Floral bowl with black glaze

*3241

Dark oak console table with drawer and shelf
under

*3242

Oak drop side table

*3243

Bedroom chair with caned seat plus a pink fabric
nursing chair and floral footstool

3244

(85) Brushed metal floor lamp

3245

Brass and onyx floor lamp with pleated shade plus 3279
2 smokers stands

3246

Cream painted demi-lune console table

3247

Ply wood and black painted modernistic coat rack

3248

Circular mahogany drum table

3249

Carved pine fire surround

3250

3154 2 flat pack Stag wardrobes

3251

3178 Modern oil on canvas lake, oak tree and
cabin

3252

(4) 2 fold room divider with Jack Vetriano style
print

3253

(?) 2 fold room divider with print of city scape

3254

Modern oil on canvas estuary with boats and
figures

3281

2 tone flagon

*3282

Grey shag pile carpet

3283

Brown leather effect 2 seater sofa

3284

Pair of barley twist dining chair, plus 7 bent wood
Kohn cafe chairs

3285

spare

3286

Chromed ceiling light with glass flower shaped
shades

3287

2 rustic dark wood side tables

3288

Rustic dark wood coffee table

3256

Metal single bedstead with mattress

3257

Brown fabric ottoman with qty of curtains, linens
and hankies

BidMaster Office
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Rossmore walnut lounge suite comprising a
glazed dresser, hi-fi cabinet, TV cabinet and china
cabinet
Pair of pine tripod wine tables

Modern wall hanging New York skyline with bridge 3289

Grey shag pile carpet

Brown leather effect 3 seater reclining sofa

3280

3255

*3258

Grey shag pile carpet

Rectangular bevelled mirror in rustic dark wood
frame

3290

Rustic dark wood entertainment stand

3291

Plan of Mecca

3292

Modern oil on canvas river, spruce trees and
mountain

*3293

Art deco 1930's mirror

*3294

Bevelled dome topped mirror

3333

Black leather effect 2 seater reclining sofa

3295

Modern oil on canvas still life with fruit

3334

3296

Modern oil on canvas huntsman with hound in
winter landscape

Wicker basket plus quantity of camera bags and
Panasonic digital camera

3335

Grey painted sideboard

3297

2 picture frames plus 3 sporting prints

3336

Grey painted chest of 2 over 3 drawers

3298

Circular mirror in silver painted metal frame

3337

teak high board

3299

Circular mirror in bent metal frame

3338

Wicker basket with handle

3300

Modernistic red leather 2 seater sofa

*3339

Boxed chrome and glass table lamp (af)

3301

red fabric armchair

3340

3302

Black and white sofa bed

2 beech ladder back dining chairs with upholstered
seats

3303

Red and white leather effect button back single
bed stead af

3341

Pine double door wardrobe

3342

Grey metal bunkbed (af)

3304

Dark oak nest of 3 tables

3343

3240 Edwardian bureau bookcase

3305

spare

*3344

Brown shag pile carpet

3306

Blue fabric dining chair

*3345

Brown shag pile carpet

3307

Reproduction mahogany pie crust side table

3346

Set of Ram golf clubs in bag with trolley

3308

Circular aluminium coffee table

3347

3148 Folding sleep and go mattress

3309

(10) Beech dog cart

3348

Pine double door cupboard

Glazed coffee table with silver and black painted
base

3349

Slatted pine potting shed stand

3350

Large pine slatted potted shed stand

3311

Maroon mat with geometric pattern

3351

3312

3143 Pink and brown floral carpet

3 panel modern wall hanging of poppies plus 4
panels depicting street scene

3313

Multi coloured carpet runner with geometric
pattern

3352

5 modern wall hangings depicting leaves plus 3
modern wall hangings of flowers

3314

Woollen saddle bag, table runner plus chocolate
brown kilim and brown and pink mat

3353

Fortress walnut finished sideboard with sliding
doors and drawers to side

3315

Suitcase containing linen and lace

3354

Teak dresser with drawers and door under

3316

Dark oak dropside table plus 4 wheelback chairs

3355

3317

Blue floral 2 seater sofa

Oak finished and glazed double door bookcase
with 4 drawers under

*3318

Cream and grey carpet

3356

3 narrow bevelled mirrors

*3319

Ivory coloured shag pile mat

3357

Beech finish chest of 6 drawers

(3) Surreal print with stiletto heel and matador in
mirrored frame

3358

reproduction mahogany tripod wine table

3359

Octagonal stained beech arts and crafts 2 tier side
table

3360

Microscope box, barometer, camera, Napoleon
Hat mantle clock and a metal sieve

3361

Wooden key rack

3362

Victorian mahogany dropside table

3363

3251 Pottery table lamp with pleated shade, floral
decorated table lamp plus floral decorated pottery
vase

*3310

3320

stools

3321

Kodak movie projector plus screen

3322

6 boxes containing vinyl records

3323

3016 Limited Edition print entitled Market Day

3324

3227 Wedding dress

3325

spare

3326

3223 Brown leather effect 3 seater sofa with
exposed wooden frame plus matching armchair

3327

3231 Multi coloured floral carpet

3364

Oak bookcase with glazed and leaded doors

3328

Beech and brown fabric 3 seater sofa with
exposed frame plus matching 2 seater and
armchair

3365

spare

3366

Photograph of Lancaster bomber, comical print,
watercolour of sea cliffs and embroidery

*3367

4ft6 oak and wicker bedstead

*3368

White painted bunkbed

*3369

Brown sheepskin rug

*3329

Brown leather effect reclining armchair

3330

Brown leather effect 2 seater sofa

3331

3 carpets in red, brown and mustard

3332

Pair of black leather effect and chrome swivel bar
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3370

Pair of white painted double door wardrobes

3412

Glazed dark oak dresser

3371

Modern Lincoln 31 day wall clock

3413

Pair of oak storage cabinets with wicker drawers

3372

Vintage blue suitcase

3414

3292 Two boxes containing bunk bed parts

3373

Glazed pine entertainment stand

3415

3374

White painted 3 tier storage stand

3248 Carved Edwardian dining chair with floral
upholstered seat

3375

Adjustable black metal magnifying lamp

3416

3376

Pine cabinet with shelf and doors under

3139 Cream leather effect 3 seater sofa plus a
matching armchair and foot stool

3377

Pair of ceiling lights with glass shades

3417

3293 Broadmoore 9 piece dining set boxed (af)

3378

Ceiling light with brushed metal shade

3418

Dark oak refectory table

3379

(24) Pottery and brass ceiling light with glass
shade

3419

Dark oak plant stand

3420

3001 Mesh spark guard

3380

2 beech plus pine dining chair

3421

Painted pine box

3381

Dark oak blanket box with linen fold panel

3422

Glazed 3 tier TV stand

3382

Oak coffee table

3423

Pine 2 drawer filing cabinet

3383

spare

3384

Quantity of lace makers bobbins plus lace makers 3424
pillow, pleated ceiling light shade and electrical
3425
winder
3426
Italian cream leather button back armchair

3385

2 boxes containing table legs

3427

Mauve table lamp with shade

3386

3280 Travelling typewriter

3428

White painted chest of 4 drawers

3387

3184 Cream painted chest of 6 drawers

3429

3388

2 camping boxes plus sleeping mat

Brown leaf pattern 3 seater sofa plus a pair of
matching armchairs

5ft Habitat mattress

3430

(5) Brown leather effect sofabed

3390

3261 Beech finish computer desk

3431

Box containing beer bottles and stoneware flagons

3391
3392

3135 Dark wood open fronted hanging cabinet
Oak dropside table

3432

Oak finished entertainment cabinet

3433

Beech storage box

3393

Glazed pine dresser

3434

Fruit wood lamp table with single drawer

3394

Pine double door wardrobe

3435

Ceiling fan

3395

spare

3436

Maple finished desk

White painted magazine rack with drawers under

3437

Beech finished 2 door cupboard plus a 4 drawer
bedside cabinet

3438

3142 Large glazed coffee table

3439

3309 9 Piece Broadmoore dining table and chairs
(boxed af)

3440

4'6 Black leather effect bedstead with mattress

*3389

*3396
3397

Walnut low boy on cabriole supports

3398

6 turned metal and wooden mugs

3399

Pair of brass 3 branch ceiling lights

3400

Chrome 4 branch ceiling light with glass cube
shaped shades

spare
Piece of Aboriginal art with animals plus a wall
tapestry with sea life

3402

3441
Faux walnut dressing table with 2 drawer pedestal
3442
plus mirror
3443
3288 (Part lot) Walnut extending dining table

3403

reproduction mahogany oval coffee table

3444

3305 Bevelled mirror

3404

3007 Teak tile topped coffee table

3445

spare

3405

spare

3446

3406

Oak draw leaf dining table

3311 Maroon fabric 3 seater sofa plus a matching
2 seater

3407

3283 reproduction mahogany magazine rack

3447

Cream painted sewing case with cupboard and
drawers to the side

3408

3123 Painted doll's house plus accessories

3448

3312 Teak finished glazed dresser

3409

3117 Dark oak chest of 4 drawers

3449

Pine toy box

3410

Pine double door wardrobe with 2 drawers under

3450

3411

Walnut bedstead (af)

(7) Black painted storage cabinet with 4
compartments

3451

3314 Integrated single door oven

3401
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3302 Dark wood sleigh bed (af)
Two single bed mattresses
Four brown leather effect dining chairs

*3452

75 Maytag Intellisense 9kg washing machine

*3496

67 Samsung double door fridge freezer

3345 102 Panasonic Inverter microwave

*3497

68 Samsung upright fridge

69 Sharp microwave

3498

3348 130 Hotpoint upright fridge freezer

3455

spare

3499

Six etched glass mirrors

3456

Hotpoint 7kg condenser dryer

*3500

Cream leather effect swivel armchair

*3457

76 Panasonic Inverter microwave in black

3501

3354 Walnut dressing table

*3458

Maytag Intellisense Super 9 condenser dryer

3502

3353 Walnut triple wardrobe

*3459

Maytag Intellisense Super 9 condenser dryer

3503

Cream leather effect 3 seater sofa

*3460

Maytag Intellisense Super 9 condenser dryer

3504

Black leather effect 3 seater reclining sofa

3461

DeLonghi integrated single door oven

3505

3462

Russell Hobbs table top oven with 2 plate hob

Cream leather effect 3 seater sofa plus a matching
2 seater

3463

3318 57 Panasonic microwave

*3506

Muscoca electric fire (a/f)

*3464

Maytag Intellisense 10kg washing machine

3507

3358 3 boxes containing dvd's and cd's

*3465

Maytag Intellisense 10kg washing machine

3508

(86) Corbi trouser press

*3466

Maytag Intellisense 10kg washing machine

3509

*3467

Maytag Intellisense 10kg washing machine

Cage containing Chinese ceramics, crested ware,
stainless steel egg cups, glassware, brass bell,
milk jug, ornaments and artificial fruit

*3468

Maytag Intellisense 10kg washing machine

3510

Cage containing beer stein, ornamental owl,
ornamental figures, Babycham figure, Wade
Wimsies, glassware and china

3511

Cage containing World War books, Hummell style
figures, Pendelphin figures, artificial posies, wine
glasses and coffee mugs

3512

Cage containing carnival glass, Wade whiskey
bottle, crested ware, coasters, ornaments

3513

Cage containing mantle clock, dinner plates, wall
plaques, milk jugs, candle sticks

3514

Cage containing ornamental cottages, ornamental
figures, Port Merion botanic garden pattern cups
and saucers and glassware

3515

Cage containing commemorative ware to include
coffee mugs, jugs, wine glasses and thimbles

3516

3371 Cage containing coffee mugs, chinse pattern
plate, teapot and ornamental cottages

3517

Cage containing qty of Royal Adderley part coffee
service, Indian Tree pattern cups, carnival glass
and Chinese vase

3518

Cage containing qty of ornamental birds and
animals

Samsung Eco Bubble 14kg washing machine

3519

Qty of Wedgwood Covent Garden pattern crockery

3487

Indesit washing machine

3520

3488

3339 92 Samsung TDS microwave

Cage containing large qty of Val Sparkes leaf and
flower pattern pottery

3489

3341 Slimline top loading Whirlpool washing
machine

3521

3490

spare

Cage containing qty of Port Merion botanic garden
china plus a qty of Royal Worcester Evesham
pattern china

3491

spare

3522

3492

3343 Single door integrated oven plus 2 extractor
hoods

Cage containing mantle clocks, decanters,
Beswick horses, pipe, binoculars, decanter,
glasses and tray

3523

3493

80 Integrated upright fridge freezer

3494

Sainsbury's microwave

Cage containing brass candle sticks, cow
creamer, kitchen storage vessels, Italian vase and
embroidery

3495

Gorenje single door oven with 4 plate hob

3524

Cage containing qty of silver plate to include
teapot, bon bon dishes, vases, jugs and trays

3453
*3454

3469
*3470

3317 89 Sharp microwave
71 Sharp microwave

3471

3324 68 Sharp microwave

3472

3418 120 Panasonic Inverter microwave

*3473

77 Panasonic Inverter microwave in black

*3474

78 Panasonic Inverter microwave in black

*3475

79 Panasonic Inverter microwave in black

*3476

Daewoo microwave

3477

3332 101 Samsung TDS microwave

*3478

Sharp microwave

*3479

Sharp microwave

*3480

Sharp microwave

*3481

Samsung 10kg tumble dryer

*3482

Samsung 10kg tumble dryer

*3483

73 Sharp microwave

*3484

70 Sharp microwave

3485
*3486

spare
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3525

spare

3551

3526

Shelf with graduated Shakespeare jugs, character
jug, portrait of boy, engraving of church, cups and 3552
saucers, ornamental figures, and china

3 boxes containing linen plus antelope hide and
clutch bags
3409 Quantity of Renoir, Van Gogh and other
laminated posters

3527

Shelf with wine glasses, oriental plates, quartz
wall clocks, and Spode flower pattern china

3553

5 boxes containing DVD's and CD's

3554

Box containing wine glasses and cutlery

3528

156 (1/9 rr) A boxed set of Durolite snooker balls
by K&C Ltd. together with a set of Belgian balls

3555

3 boxes containing china coffee mugs, cups and
saucers, glass vases, tureens and dinner plates

3529

3556
364 (1/9rr) A small group late 19th/early 20th
century dolls house furniture modelled as a florally 3557
encrusted conservatory suite, together with a
3558
crestedware miniature tea service and other
3559
collectable's (qty)
3560

3419 17 boxes containing music magazines
spare
spare
spare
spare

4001

BL05 WVE( (2005) VW T5 minibus TDi, gold, nonrunner
MOT: none
No keys/No Documents

4002

spare

4003

spare

4004

spare

144 (1/9rr) A Chad Valley Co. Ltd. cased roulette
set together with a boxed Chad Valley plywood
jigsaw

4005

spare

4006

spare

4007

spare

3535

Quantity of Noritaki blue hill crockery

4008

spare

3536

Vintage doll plus box containing model railway
news magazines and plastic toy soldiers

4009

spare

4010

spare

2 wash stand jugs and bowls, lidded vase,
quantity of blue/white and other plates plus
halogen lights

4021

4341 Pair of wooden gates

4022

Black and Decker power weeder

4023

4024 Turtle garden ornament set

4024

12 large wicker baskets

4025

2 resin flower pots

4026

2 concrete flower pots

4027

Small quantity of assorted flower pots

4028

spare

3530

Box containing ornamental Buddha, panther,
paper weights, vases and a pewter mug

3531

Decanter plus 4 glass vases

3532

Modern Moorecraft mantle clock

3533

Gleneagles decanter, cake forks/cake knife,
etched glass fruit bowl, carnival glass sweets and
ornaments

3534

3537

3538

2 bevelled mirrors in oak frames

3539

Modern wall hanging of Mickey Mouse

3540

3 photos albums with Canadian and other planes

3541

Box containing punch bowl and glasses plus
ornamental figure and coloured glass bowls

3542

2 boxes with coffee cups and saucers

3543

Box containing quantity of prints and Oriental wall 4029
hangings plus easel canvases, folio holder plus 2
boxes of paint brushes and paints
*4030
2 boxes containing quantity of photographic
*4031
portraits and prints plus Crown Ming floral
4032
patterned china and glassware
*4033
spare
4034
3403 Box containing games and coffee mugs
4035
4 boxes containing children's toys and toy railway
4036
accessories and games

3544

3545
3546
3547
3548

3549
3550

5 boxes of video cassettes, reference books and
novels plus jigsaw puzzle, lamps, ornamental
figures, glassware and china

22

2 bags of solar lights and stainless steel light
Box of LED string lights
spare
Large pallet of flatpack racking
spare
spare
spare

4037

spare

4038

2 large square plastic pots with 2 bonsai style
twisted plants

Box containing quantity of Alfred Meakin crockery 4039
Box containing Beautiful Britain book plus
*4040
commemorative magazines and books
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4531 Bag of multipurpose compost and lawn
thickener

4326 6 panel wooden internal fire door
Boxed firepit table

*4041
4042
*4043

Boxed chair

box

4042 Box of rattan chair parts

4079

Mountfield petrol powered rotary mower with grass
box

4080

Lawn King red petrol powered rotary mower with
grass box

11ft market umbrella

4044

2 large metal gates

4045

Large pair of wooden French doors complete with
4081
frame

4046

4037 Prism shaped patio heater (no glass tube)

4047

4036 Prism shaped patio heater (no glass tube)

4048

4038 Prism shaped patio heater (no glass tube)

*4049

Large pop up gazebo

*4050

3m x 3m pop up gazebo

4051

4082

Lawn Chief red petrol powered rotary mower with
grass box

4083

Einhel petrol powered blue rotary mower with
grass box

4084

Green Qualcast petrol powered rotary mower with
grass box

*4085

Bosch Rotak electric mower

Webber red charcoal BBQ

*4052

Blue and green child's plastic slide

*4053

Light and dark grey plastic 4 piece garden set inc. 4086
2 seater bench, 2 chairs and a coffee table
4087

4054

Champion red petrol powered rotary mower with
grass box

4080 Rectangular glass topped garden table with
4 mesh chairs
4088

4330 Large blue tyre changing cage
Briggs and Stratton engined petrol powered
generator
4353 Hobbies treadle fret saw

4055

spare

*4089

Radiator cover

4056

spare

4090

Wheeled hose cart and hose

4057

spare

4091

Cast iron fire back with tiled surround

4058

spare

4092

Wood burning stove

4059

spare

4093

spare

4060

4082 Rectangular rattan style wooden topped
flatpack garden table

4094

spare

4095
4085 Light rattan wooden topped flatpack garden 4096
table
4097
4086 Light rattan wooden topped flatpack garden
4098
table
4087 Light rattan wooden topped flatpack garden 4099

spare

table

4100

4289 White part glazed internal door

4064

spare

4101

4287 White part glazed internal door

4065

spare

4102

4288 Pine internal door

4066

4097 Metal extending flatpack garden table

4103

4286 6 white modern design panel doors

4067

4098 Metal extending flatpack garden table

4104

Pair of unglazed doors

4068

4099 Rattan effect wooden topped rectangular
flatpack garden table

4105

spare

4106

Oak veneer single glazed panel external door

*4069

Rattan style patio heater

4107

spare

*4070

Canadian Spa hot tub with pump

4108

spare

Palm Springs boxed lazy spa with entertainment
centre

4109

2 oak veneer modern design internal doors

4110

4334 10 tread Werner electricians style step
ladder

4111

4335 10 tread Werner electricians style step
ladder

4112

4337 10 tread Werner electricians style step
ladder

4113

4336 10 tread Werner electricians style step
ladder

4061
4062
4063

4071
*4072

4 assorted garden parasols

4073

Orange 2 wheel sack truck

*4074

Orange 2 wheel sack truck

4075

Raleigh 5HP petrol powered rotovator

4076

Qualcast Classic 43S petrol powered cylinder
mower with scarifier attachment

4077

Qualcast Classic 35s petrol powered cylinder
mower

*4078

McCulloch petrol powered rotary mower with grass
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Wooden multi glazed internal door
4283 Oak veneer 4 glazed panel internal door
4290 2 white multi panel internal doors
4285 3 white multi panel internal doors

*4114

Large flatpack storage shed

4156

4138 4 oak effect straight fronted joined office
tables

*4115

Large flatpack storage shed

*4116

Large flatpack storage shed

4157

spare

*4117

Large flatpack storage shed

*4158

Black high backed executive style swivel armchair

*4118

Boxed metal flatpack storage shed

4159

spare

*4119

Boxed metal flatpack storage shed

*4160

Black contemporary style swivel armchair

4120

4322 Aluminium step ladder

4161

spare

4121

2 small wooden ladders

4162

4141 Black cloth high backed swivel chair

4122

Aluminium step ladder

*4163

Steel case blue cloth swivel armchair

4123

Yellow step ladder and small aluminium step
ladder

*4164

2 black chrome framed contemporary style swivel
chairs (parts only)

4124

White UPVC double glazed door with glazed
UPVC side panel and sill

4165

Small folding tent bed

4166

4186 4 small wooden tables

large roll of bubble wrap

4167

4170 2 oak effect straight fronted joined office
tables with 4 matching pedestals

4168

4171 2 oak effect straight fronted joined office
tables with 4 matching pedestals

4169

4172 4 oak effect straight fronted joined office
tables with 8 matching pedestals

*4170

2 Pro Plus adjustable desk mounted computer
stands

4114 Grey metal locker

*4171

Box of printer cartridges

Large quantity of white boards

4172

4103 4102 2 black high backed swivel office
chairs

*4173

Boxed flatpack chair

4125
*4126

Loft hatch and ladder

*4127

Large glass shower panel

*4128

4 sliding wardrobe doors and track

*4129

Low grey metal lateral filing cabinet

*4130

Low grey metal lateral filing cabinet

*4131

Low grey metal lateral filing cabinet

4132
*4133
4134
*4135

Thin roll of bubble wrap
White Homebase bar stool

4136

Green metal 4 shelf rack

4174

spare

4137

spare

4175

4153 3 beech topped 4 wheeled tambour fronted
cabinets

4176

4152 HP printer

4177

8 black mesh slide framed office chairs

*4178

3 assorted shredders

*4138

Black chrome based bar stool

*4139

Black chrome based bar stool

4140

Architects drawing board

4141

4131 2 large copiers

*4143

*4179
White round meeting table with 5 black cloth slide
4180
framed chairs
4181
Delonghi air conditioning unit

*4144

Large Rexel industrial style shredder

4182

Large white board

4145

Small exercise cycle

*4183

Large wheeled set of warehouse steps

4146

spare

4184

4179 20 blue cloth stacking chairs

4147

Gadget Fit vibrating plate massage machine

*4185

4148

4275 Crazy Fit vibrating plate massage machine

3 assorted boxed chairs and a white boxed bar
stool

4149

Small dumbell set

4186

spare

4150

spare

4187

spare

4151

spare

4188

spare

4152

spare

4189

spare

4153

spare

4190

spare

4154

4136 2 oak effect straight fronted joined office
tables

4191

4191 Quantity of sleeping bags and child's mini
bouncy castle

*4192

Coleman 10ft instant cabin tent

4155

4137 2 oak effect straight fronted joined office
tables

*4193

Coleman 10ft instant cabin tent

*4194

Coleman 5 person instant dome tent

*4142
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1 Hp and 1 Brother printer
4173 Grey 3 drawer pedestal
spare

*4195

Coleman 5 person instant dome tent

*4196

Boxed outdoor camping oven

*4197

Red outdoor camping oven

*4198

Silver outdoor camping oven

*4199

Tommy Bahama wind break and unbagged shelter

4200
*4201

Fold up camping table and 2 folding chairs

4239

4230 Titan petrol powered hedge cutter

4240

4229 Titan petrol powered hedge cutter

4241

4228 Titan petrol powered hedge cutter

4242

4227 Titan petrol powered hedge cutter

4243

4225 Titan petrol powered hedge cutter

2 Tommy Bahama beach chairs

4202

Loft hatch and ladder

4203

Mini wheel and tyre

4204

Boxed alloy wheel

4244

4226 Titan petrol powered hedge cutter

4205

Set of 4 Vauxhall alloy wheels and tyres size
205/55/16

4245

4206

Set of 4 black alloy wheels and tyres size
205/45/17

2 bays of assorted car spares inc. brake shoes,
brake pads, bearings etc

4246

4207

2 computer screens and a computer tower

Assorted items inc. Flymo power trimmer, hose
pipe, steamer, mop, flower pot, saw etc

4208

2 boxes of bulbs

*4247

PSX jumpstart kit

4209

9 air beds

4248

4401 PSX jumpstart kit

4210

4222 Oil filled radiator

4249

4417 PSX jumpstart kit

4211

4 bags of cat litter

*4250

PSX jumpstart kit

4212

Quantity of floor tiles and sandstone slabs

*4251

PSX jumpstart kit

4213

Box of assorted Osram bulbs

4252

Boxed chrome shower

4214

2 axle stands

4253

Breathable maypole caravan cover

4215

5 assorted Samsung TV sets (broken screens)

*4254

LED spotlight

4216

4237 4 assorted electric boxed mowers

*4255
4256

Shower unit
Car dog guard

4217

4255 Extractor hood

4218

4280 Resin shower tray

*4257

2 packs of LED tubes and LED light

4219

4236 Boxed shower tray

4258

spare

4220

4212 Oak effect TV unit

4259

4419 Titan SDS drill

4221

4365 4 alloy wheels and 2 tyres

4260

Quantity of brass door furniture inc, handles, letter
boxes, locks etc

4222

Mesh flatpack basket

4261

Power fix screwdriver set

4223

4258 Flip chart board

4262

Homebase mini toolkit

2 pieces of worktop

*4263

Tavistock toilet seat and 2 shower heads

4225

4 tyres size 225/55/16

*4264

Dewalt 240v circular saw

4226

1/2 shelf of drainage pipes

4265

Slimline boxed convector heater

4227

Small radiator

4266

2 submersible pumps

4228

4264 Box of tiles

4267

2 boxes of lights

Dimplex oil filled radiator

4268

Large quantity of heavy duty industrial water hoses

4230

4215 Basketball net and base

4269

Flymo electric mower and strimmer

4231

spare

4270

Plastic bucket of bottle jacks and work bench

4232

spare

4271

4233

spare

4397 Bag of assorted items inc. shower heads,
silicon, consumer units, armrests etc

4234

spare

4272

Yellow jumpstart kit

4235

spare

4273

9 1/2 " angle grinder

4236

spare

*4274

Wax Wizard car mop

4237

4231 Titan petrol powered hedge cutter

4275

Box of assorted switches

4238

4232 Titan petrol powered hedge cutter

*4276

3 Goodyear tyre inflators

*4277

Wax Wizard boxed car mop

*4224

*4229
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*4278

Unboxed Wax Wizard car mop

*4279

Quantity of air dusters and wiper blades

*4280

4 boxed and 1 unboxed Sun Force solar motion
lights

*4318

Karcher K5 full control premium electric pressure
washer with patio cleaning head and wash brush

*4281

2 tubs of pointing grout for paving

4319

*4282

2 tins of white paint

4518 Karcher K6.8 eco logic electric pressure
washer with patio cleaning head

*4320

Karcher K4 full control premium electric pressure
washer

4321

4470 Yellow 2 wheel sack truck

4283

3 tins of Castrol NW40 motor oil

4284

2 tins of Simoniz ultra care alloy wheel cleaner

*4285

jigsaw, SDS drill, impact drive, 2 batteries and
double charger

Belkin extension lead

*4288

*4322
Bay of assorted items inc. tile saw, drill bench,
small toolbox, large wooden toolbox with quantity *4323
of assorted chisels
*4324
Blue plastic box containing Dewalt vacuum , drills,
4325
Hitachi chargers etc
4326
3 packs of laminate flooring

*4289

Spear and Jackson saw

*4327

Honda petrol powered strimmer with attachment

*4290

3 Karcher window vacs

4328

JCB strimmer

4291

Black and Decker jigsaw

4329

Flymo Maxi trim petrol powered strimmer

4292

Dewalt 12v battery drill with 2 batteries and
charger

*4330

Quantity of car mats

*4331

1/2 bay of assorted items inc. paint rollers, metal
detectors, mastik guns etc

2 Winplus car jumpstarters and Energiser car
jumpstart

4332

Roll of chicken mesh

4333

2 cat cages

4295

4447 Small quantity of files and small vice

4334

2 wooden boxes containing hand tools

4296

Box of brass fittings

*4335

McCallister electric strimmer

4297

Quantity of chisels and some blades

4336

Box of assorted towballs

*4298

Small quantity of Dyson accessories

4337

4492 Dewalt battery powered circular saw

Bissell floor cleaner

4338

Suzuki GXF 600/750 exhaust pipe

*4300

3 blue and 1 yellow folding sack barrows

4339

2 small props

*4301

Boxed Metabo chop saw

4340

*4302

Boxed Metabo chop saw

Wickes drill, Black and Decker sander and Bauer
18v drill

4286

4287

4293
*4294

4299

Unitest Testing machine

Yellow 2 wheel sack truck
Keter fold up work bench
McCulloch boxed petrol powered chainsaw
Stihl BR380 petrol powered leaf blower
4496 Red petrol powered leaf blower

4303

Quantity of Mann air filters

4341

Worx drill, Bosch 9.6v drill and Bosch SDS drill

4304

Small radiator

4342

2 carpenters vices

4305

Small anvil

4343

2 engineers vices

4306

Blue vacuum cleaner

4344

Rotary hammer drill

4307

4460 1/2 bay of assorted heavy duty water hose

4345

4354 Petrol powered generator

Batavia telescopic boxed ladder

4346

2 sets of loud haler's

3 tread white step ladder

4347

4383 Power Performance red eye drill press

Karcher SC4 steamer

4348

2 bags of fabric pegs and 2 sieves

1 large and 1 small egg incubator

4349

2 small sack trucks

Makita 18v battery drill with 2 batteries and
charger

4350

Wooden and metal garden bench

4351

Vintage push mower

4313

4463 Spit nail gun with nails

4352

4356 Titan electric shredder

4314

spare

4353

Green watering can and 2 metal holders

*4315

Dewalt multi tool

4354

Hyundai HY1000si petrol powered generator

*4316

Makita toolbag containing SDS drill, impact drive, *4355
circular saw, drill, torch, jigsaw, 2 batteries and
4356
double charger
4357
Makita toolbag containing drill, circular saw,

*4308
4309
*4310
4311
*4312

*4317
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Honda EU20i inverter petrol powered generator
Black and Decker sander and Bosch plane
Challenge router

4358

4500 Quantity of fluorescent tubes and lights

*4392

Small wheeled mechanics trolley board

4359

2 metal blue toolboxes of assorted sockets,
screwdrivers etc

4393

4380 Trolley jack

4394

Bradson vintage pillar drill

4395

Small electric pressure washer

4360

Set of Avery Berkel scales

4396

4364 Box containing assorted items inc. lights,
flashings etc

4361

2 plastic toolboxes and assorted tools

4397

4378 2 fish tanks

4362
4363

1 red and 1 blue metal toolboxes of assorted tools 4398
4399
9 vintage jerry cans

4364

4506 Boxed Arcan trolley jack

4400

Bailey vintage plane

4365

4508 Arcan trolley jack

5001

Black vintage Raleigh racer

*4366

Arcan trolley jack

5002

18 Speed light orange Townsend cycle

*4367

Arcan trolley jack

*5003

21 Speed black Barracuda mountain cycle

*4368

Arcan trolley jack

*5004

21 Speed black Barracuda mountain cycle

*4369

Arcan trolley jack

5005

21 Speed black DVR mountain cycle

*4370

2 work benches (flatpack) and a sprayer

5006

12 Speed white and orange Pioneer cycle

Box of assorted items inc. drills, circular saws,
lamp etc

5007

18 Speed purple Apollo mountain cycle

5008

18 Speed blue, silver and light green mountain
cycle

5009

Silver and black Ammaco cycle

5010

18 Speed silver Patrol Rhino mountain cycle

5011

Ladies black tourist cycle

5012

18 Speed Raleigh cycle

5013

5013 Child's orange Mastrai racing cycle

5014

5023 Blue Sonic BMX bike

5015

Child's purple Raleigh cycle

5016

5012 18 Speed light blue Reebok mountain cycle

5017

Red cycle

5018

18 speed purple and silver Carrera cycle

5019

Child's purple and silver Ammaco mountain bike

5020

Kalkhoff cycle

5021

Child's red Elite cycle

5022

Child's light blue Giant cycle

*5023

Light green and blue Kuda cycle with stabilisers

*5024

Light green and blue Kuda cycle with stabilisers

*5025

Child's blue and white Schwinn cycle with
stabilisers

5026

Vintage blue 2 wheeled push along Triang scooter

4371
4372

4522 Oil less air compressor

4373

4523 Oil less air compressor

4374

4524 Oil less air compressor

4375

4525 Oil less air compressor

4376

4527 Oil less air compressor

4377

4526 Oil less air compressor

4378

4529 Oil less air compressor

4379

4528 Oil less air compressor

4380

4530 Oil less air compressor

4381
4382
*4383

4531 Oil less air compressor
Welding kit
Revolution air compressor

3 packs of laminate flooring
Michelin wheel and tyre size 205/60/15

4384
4385

2 sets of wheel trims
Large bag of assorted decorative switches and
sockets and bag of wardrobe fixings

5027

Child's silver BMX Apollo cycle with stabilisers

*5028

Red radio flyer pedal push along trike

4386

Elephant step up stool

*5029

Red radio flyer pedal push along trike

4387

Flymo electric mower

*5030

Red radio flyer pedal push along trike (af)

Bay of assorted tile cutters and heat guns

5031

Two wheeled attachment bike cart

4389

Bag containing paint brushes, car chemicals,
filters etc

*5032

Retro Happy Bug electric car with remote control
and charger

4390
4391

Bag of car accessories
Bag of bike accessories

5033

5033 Red Mini Cooper electric car no charger

*5034

Euro Star Razor electric scooter no charger

*4388
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*5035

Light up blossom tree

*5072

Three mixed pairs of men's Docker trousers

*5036

Braun series 7 men's shaver

5037

Pallet containing a wooden child's play house not *5073
assembled (af)
*5074
spare
*5075

5038

spare

5076

5039

spare

5040

Box containing a large qty of cheese graters

5065 Boxed back, neck and shoulder pain
massager and a face and body sonic cleansing
brush

5041

Box containing a large qty of cheese graters

*5077

Tray containing a qty of Sabatier knives

5042

5040 Concrete lion water fountain

*5078

5043

Three mixed green shrubs

Mixed stationery box containing Sharpe pens,
weighing scales, playing cards, scented pencils,
sharpeners, Scotch tape, etc

5044

Three mixed green shrubs

*5079

5045

Two mixed medium sized potted mixed shrubs

Tray containing 3 kids V Tech smart zoom
cameras

5046

Two mixed medium sized potted mixed shrubs

*5080

Two large Adidas umbrellas, some Puma and
Kirkland socks and an Ultimate umbrella

*5081

Box containing a mixture of BT phone handsets

Kids smart zoom watch
Sabatier knife block with knives

*5047

One boxed solar gazing ball

*5048

Black Barracuda ladies cycle (af)

*5049

Garden sun lounger not assembled (af)

5082

Tray containing some base fresh deodorising
conditioners

*5050

Boxed yellow Ferrari electric racing car with
remote and charger

*5083

Panasonic KXTGH224 digital cordless phone with
answering system

*5084

Panasonic KXTGH224 digital cordless phone with
answering system

5051

Clothes rack not assembled

*5052

Large plastic planter (af)

5053

Two green artificial plants

*5085

5054

Ward cycle sport racing bike frame with 2 racing
bike tyres

Panasonic KXTGH224 digital cordless phone with
answering system

*5086

5055

Tray containing mixed bike parts to inc. saddles,
pedals, cycling bottles, bags, etc

BT 8600 digital cordless phone with answering
system

*5087

5056

Pair of pink roller skates

BT 7600 digital cordless phone with answering
system

5057

5053 Six mixed green shrubs

5088

Tesco brand cordless triple pack phone set

5058

Potting netting and bedding material for plant pots 5089
Four mixed size Armani men's polo tops and pair *5090
if used Armani jeans
*5091
Shelf containing 2 boxed pairs of Birkenstock
sandals, 2 unboxed pairs of ladies Havaianas flip
flops and 2 boxed pairs of men's Havaianas flip
5092
flops
5093
Shelf containing polo tops and t shirts to inc.
Tommy Hilfiger, Hugo Boss,Super Dry, North
*5094
Face, etc
*5095
Shelf containing 2 polo tops to inc. Lacoste and

X5CI r/c flying drone and a pocket smart drone

Hugo Boss

Large cat tower

*5059
*5060

*5061

*5062
5063

*5096

Tray containing a qty of reading glasses, Brita
water filters, Make up, Buff shine nails, etc
Tray containing a qty of LED lights, wall lights,
plug in lights, etc
spare
5092 Box containing a small qty of mixed BT
phone handsets
Child's wooden playhouse
Large cat tower

Bag containing a vest tops, Nike and Fila polo tops *5097

Large cat tower (boxed a/f)

*5064

Brown Coach New York handbag

5098

5113 Tommy Bahama roller cooler box

*5065

Seven Sabatier knives

5099

5112 Tommy Bahama cooler box

*5066

Five mixed size Levi belts

*5100

Box containing mixed baby blankets

*5067

Ten Star Wars t shirts size M

*5101

Popcorn pillow head
Fabric pillow and memory foam pillow

5069

5564 Bag containing a boxed pair of DeWalt steel *5102
toe cap industrial boots size 9
*5103
5058 Celebratory cards with stand
*5104

5070

Waltman knife set

*5105

2 dark grey sofa pillows

Shelf containing 4 used pairs of Levi jeans

*5106

Box containing mixed linen

5068

*5071
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White hand towels
Mixed kitchen towels

*5107

Box containing men's white t-shirts

kites

*5108

2 boxed pairs of Speedo trainers, Boxed pair of
memory foam shoes and children's shearling
buckle boots

5145

Tray containing mixed stationary scented pencils,
pens, printer cartridges, sharpeners etc

5146

Card stand

*5109

14 boxed pairs of Toms canvas slip on shoes

*5147

*5110

14 boxed pairs of Toms classic slip on shoes

1 boxed pair of Sketcher trainers and a boxed pair
of Fila memory foam trainers

*5111

12 boxed pairs of Fila memory foam women's
trainers

*5148

2 boxed and 2 unboxed Fila trainers

*5149

Boxed pair of black Hunter wellies size 6

*5112

13 boxed pairs of women's Fila memory foam
trainers

*5150

Boxed pair of grey Hunter wellies size 6

*5151
Boxed pair of women's memory foam trainers and
a pair of flip flops, pair of Sketcher shoes, Speedo
5152
trainers
5153
Unboxed pair of Sketcher memory foam shoes,
Sketcher trainers and a pair of deck shoes
*5154

2 boxed pairs of Speedo Hybrid trainers and a pair
of Flojo flip flops

*5115

3 brown sofa pillows

*5155

Large hard silver Samsonite suitcase

*5116

2 brown pillows

*5156

Mini hard silver Samsonite suitcase

*5117

2 brown pillows

*5157

Large black fabric Samsonite suitcase

*5118

Stack of yellow cleaning towels

*5158

Mini black fabric Samsonite suitcase

*5119

Large brown throw and a large purple throw

*5159

Hard silver Samsonite suitcase

*5120

2 large cream throws

*5160

Lego Batman backpack

*5121

5 used grey towels

*5161

Large hard dark green Samsonite suitcase

*5122

Child's animal planet blow up mattress

*5162

Mini dark green Samsonite suitcase

5123

8 boxes of London 2012 keyrings

*5163

Silver and black mini Samsonite suitcase

5124

Red Chester r/c car

*5164

Boxed High Searria ruck sack

5125

Tray containing Vans trainers

5165

5165 Havana land and sea backpack

Boxed Kid Craft chair with umbrella

*5166

Whole shelf containing money storage boxes,
metal storage boxes, HP printer paper, A4
laminator etc

*5167

Deluxe full car seat pad

*5168

Boxed interlocking shoe organiser and a letter
caddy and communication centre

*5113

*5114

*5126
5127

5108 Foldable buggy

Size 8 pair of Dewalt industrial boots (used)
Size 11 pair of Dewalt industrial boots (used)
Besties for Life back pack

*5128

Black Stella and Max handbag

*5129

Red r/c Ferrari with remote

*5130

Large plush bear

*5131

Scientific globe

*5169

Memory foam all positions pillow

*5132

Tray containing qty of Le Sac cross body bags

5170

Shelf containing large qty of animal wall clock

*5133

Pair of boxing gloves and sparing pads

*5171

2 keep cool shopping bags

*5134

Tray containing qty of zip lock space bags

*5172

Deluxe full seat car pad

5135

Bag containing Buzz Lightyear toy, karaoke
machine and trainers etc

5173

2 pop up organisers

5136

Yoga mat, hand pushes, turbine head tools etc

*5174

Whole shelf containing indoor bath rugs and mats

5137

CB206 A4 lamintor

*5175

Box containing mixed qty of white crew neck tshirts

5138

Neon light guitar clock

*5176

Bag containing interlocking shoe organiser

5139

2 ski sticks

*5177

Mini multi-coloured Hays suitcase

5140

5141 3 boxed and 1 unboxed portable karaoke
machines

*5178

Large hard silver and black Samsonite suitcase

5141

Edge hover craft

*5179

Silver and red roller duffel suitcase

5142
*5143
*5144

5180
5143 1 boxed and 1 unboxed Giant ride on derby
*5181
ducks
*5182
Singer Disney Rapunzel doll
Box containing money sound bank, 2 Mitre
footballs, steam machine water guns, mixture of
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5183 Silver and red roller duffel suitcase
3 tier shelf rack
Bag containing approx 12 Gerry men's 1/4 length
trousers
Bag containing approx 12 Gerry men's 1/4 length
trousers

*5184

Bag containing large qty of Champion sports bras 5218

*5185

Bag containing Adidas underwear, Pringle boxers
etc
*5219

Bag containing approx 20 children's cotton
trousers
Bag containing approx 18 Kirkland polo tops

*5186

Bag containing approx 18 men's plain Kirkland
shorts

*5220

Bag containing approx 25 Nautica swimming
shorts

*5187

Bag containing 10 ladies thermal t-shirts

*5221

Ladies long fur hooded coat size M

*5188

Large bag containing large qty of Pringle boxers

*5222

Ladies long fur hooded coat size S

*5189

Bag containing large qty of Puma and Adidas
socks etc

*5223

Ladies long fur hooded coat size L

*5224

Ladies long fur hooded coat size XL

*5190

Box containing large qty of mixed ladies tops

*5225

Ladies long fur hooded coat size XL

*5191

Large bag of mixed Pringle boxers

*5226

Ladies long fur hooded coat size L

*5192

4 sets of men's sleepwear

*5227

2 men's checkered Freedom jackets

*5193

Bag containing large qty of mixed kitchen gloves

*5228

*5194

Red North Face hooded full zip coat

Ladies pink rain jacket and a Andrew Mark body
warmer

Large red dog bed

*5229

Ladies J Lee collection poncho

*5196

Box containing night wear and underwear

*5230

6 mixed ladies swimming costumes

*5197

Box containing approx 10 mixed men's shirts

5231

10 children's Speedo swimming costumes

*5198

Shelf containing 3 boxed pairs of Polo Ralph
Lauren trainers

5232

10 children's Speedo swimming costumes

5233
Shelf containing DKNY sports bras, t-shirts, Puma 5234
sports bras, Puma jackets, Puma joggers etc
5235
Shelf containing 2 men's and women's hats, sweat
5236
pants and hooded jacket
5237
5 pairs of mixed Levi jeans

10 children's Speedo swimming costumes

5195

*5199
*5200
*5201
*5202
5203
*5204
*5205
5206

10 children's Speedo swimming costumes
10 children's Speedo swimming costumes
Children's Police dressing up outfit
3 coats

Shelf containing Super Dry jumper, t-shirts and 2
Super Dry full zip hooded jackets

5238

spare

5239

spare

5589 Pair of Dr Martin shoes

5240

spare

Shelf containing Levi t-shirt, Polo Ralph Lauren t- *5241
shirt and 4 denim and supply t-shirts
*5242
Box containing men's 1/4 length trousers and
5243
shorts

Pallet containing used clothing, linen and shoes
Pallet containing used linen
5201 Hand held Dyson v8 absolute vacuum
cleaner with box and accessories

Box containing children's dressing up outfits,
pajamas, etc

5244

5202 Hand held Dyson v8 absolute vacuum
cleaner with box and accessories

*5207

Box containing men's Kirkland polo tops, Oasis
shorts, etc

*5245

Hand held Dyson v6 fluffy vacuum cleaner with box
and accessories

*5208

Qty of BC Clothing cargo trousers

*5246

Hand held Dyson v6 fluffy with accessories

*5209

Qty of men's jeans in mixed sizes

*5247

Hand held Dyson v6 absolute with accessories

*5210
*5211

Box containing mixture of women's clothing
2 Finding Dory towels

*5248

Hand held Dyson v6 absolute with accessories

*5249

Hand held Dyson v6 absolute with accessories

*5212

Bag containing approx 10 Union Bay 1/4 length
trousers

*5250

Hand held Dyson dc44 vacuum cleaner with
accessories

*5213

Bag containing approx 10 Union Bay 1/4 length
trousers

5251

Hand held Dyson dc16 vacuum cleaner with part
accessories

*5214

Bag containing approx 10 Union Bay 1/4 length
trousers

*5252

Boxed Dyson cool am tower fan with base and
remote

*5215

Bag containing approx 10 Union Bay 1/4 length
trousers

*5253

Boxed Dyson cool am tower fan with base and
remote

5216

Bag containing approx 20 children's cotton
trousers

5254

5199 Boxed Dyson cool am tower fan with base
and remote

5217

Bag containing approx 20 children's cotton
trousers

5255

5198 Boxed Dyson cool am tower fan with base
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*5256
*5257

and remote

5297

Unboxed Dyson cool am07 tower fan with base,
no remote

5540 Bag containing artificial grass fixation tape,
garden string line, anti-bird netting etc

5298

Unboxed Dyson cool am07 tower fan with base,
no remote

Stand video sender, printer cartridges, Sigma
cartridges, wireless energy monitor and a shredder

5299

5217 Boxed tug along Dyson dc28 vacuum
cleaner

5300

Large qty of kettles, irons, food processors, hand
whiskers etc

5301

5535 Bag containing mixed bedding etc

5302

5585 Pair of steel toe cap shoes size 39

5303

Large qty of Cookworks kitchen items to include
toaster, kettles, hand blender, fryer etc

*5258

Upright Dyson dc40 vacuum cleaner

*5259

Upright Dyson dc40 vacuum cleaner

*5260

Upright Dyson dc40 vacuum cleaner

*5261

Upright Dyson dc40 vacuum cleaner

5262

5226 Upright Dyson dc40 vacuum cleaner

*5263

Upright Dyson dc40 vacuum cleaner

*5264

Upright Dyson dc40 vacuum cleaner

*5304

Boxed Black and Decker dust buster

*5265

Upright Dyson dc40 vacuum cleaner

*5305

Boxed Black and Decker dust buster

*5266

Upright Dyson dc40 vacuum cleaner

*5306

2 boxed and 1 unboxed eco living bin

*5267

Upright Dyson dc40 vacuum cleaner

*5307

3 unboxed eco living bins

*5268

Upright Dyson dc40 vacuum cleaner

*5308

Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole

*5269

Upright Dyson dc50 vacuum cleaner

*5309

Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole

*5270

Upright Dyson dc40 vacuum cleaner

*5310

Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole

*5271

Boxed upright Dyson dc40 vacuum cleaner

*5311

Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole

5272

5224 Upright Dyson dc41 vacuum cleaner

*5312

Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole

*5273

2 clothes air dryers

*5313

*5274

Large black storage box

Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole and
accessories

*5314

Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole and
accessories

5275

5238 NSA pedestal tower fan with box

*5276

Boxed hand held Shark vacuum cleaner

*5277

Honeywell tower fan

*5315

Box containing mixture of ottelite desk lamps

*5278

Bionair tower fan

*5316

4 boxed ottelite desk lamps

*5279

Boxed Honeywell tower fan

5317

spare

*5280

Boxed Honeywell tower fan

*5318

Boxed 3 tier bowl set

*5281

Upright G Tech Air Ram with charger

*5319

Boxed Sabatre dish rack

*5282

Upright G Tech Air Ram with charger

*5320

All purpose porcelain bowls plus rainbow serving
bowls

*5321

Bamboo lazy susan

5283

5359 (2wk) Upright G Tech Air Ram with charger

5284

Samba football goal in bag

*5285

*5322
Space saving laundry basket and a canvas laundry
*5323
cart

*5286

Expanding clothes line

5287

5241 Upright Panasonic vacuum cleaner

*5288

2 white boards and 2 pin boards

*5289

Boxed large Halloween light and sound gargoyle

*5290

Boxed large Halloween light and sound gargoyle

*5291

Boxed large Halloween light and sound gargoyle

2 silicone kitchen utensil sets
Sistema 10 pack food storage set plus 3 mixing
bowls and 4 microwavable bowls

*5324

Joseph chopping board set

*5325

Boxed 15 piece Kirkland cookware set

*5326

Tray containing Avex drinking bottles and cups

*5327

Boxed Bosch iron

*5328

Samba football goal with bibs and bag

*5293

*5329
Unboxed large Halloween light and sound gargoyle
5330
(a/f)
*5331
Boxed Halloween Butler with light and sound

*5294

Boxed light up halloween pumpkin

*5332

2 unboxed and 1 boxed Eco Living bins

*5295

Unboxed halloween pumpkin

*5333

Boxed Beachside Splash sand and water table

*5292

5296

5543 Bag containing large qty of mixed soft cuddly *5334
toys
*5335
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Nutri Ninja blender
Sage Nutri juicer
2 boxed and 1 unboxed Eco Living bins

Beachside Splash sand and water table (missing
umbrella/with box)
Tefal Actifry smart XL and 1 other

5336

5295 5296 2 Tefal Actifry's

*5378

2 boxed Braun multi quick whisks

5337

spare

*5379

Boxed Kenwood food processor and blender

*5338

Box containing mixed kitchen items inc. toasters, *5380
kettles, coffee dispenser, blender etc
5381
Boxed gourmet triple slow cooker and warming
5382
station

Tefal Family Flavour XL grill

5246 Boxed Gourmet triple buffet server and
warming tray

5383

Box containing large quantity of hot toddy drinking
mugs

*5341

Boxed Tefal Optigrill plus XL

5384

4 small boxes of teaspoons

*5342

Boxed Tefal Family Flavour grill XL

5385

Box containing pint glasses

*5343

Boxed Tefal Family Flavour grill XL

5386

Box containing Starbucks drinking mugs

*5344

Boxed instant pot

5387

Box containing 6 Marmite jars with spoon

*5345

Boxed instant pot

5388

Box containing 6 Marmite jars with spoon

*5346

Boxed instant pot plus 1 unboxed

5389

Box containing 4 English teapot sets

*5347

Boxed instant pot

5390

Box containing 4 English teapot sets

*5348

Philips coffee dispenser with sachet

5391

Box containing 4 Gruffalo bowls and spoons

*5349

2 Bosch coffee dispensers

5392

Box containing 4 Gruffalo bowls and spoons

5294 Ninja coffee bar

5393

Box containing large quantity of cricket tops

*5351

Boxed Nescafe Dulce Gusto coffee dispenser

5394

Box containing 10 cricket jumpers

*5352

Boxed Bosch Tassimo coffee dispenser

5395

Box containing 10 cricket jumpers

*5353

Boxed Keter illuminated cool bar

5396

Box containing 15 cricket jumpers

*5354

Unboxed Keter illuminated cool bar

5397

Box containing 15 cricket jumpers

*5355

Eco Cool Energy paper shredder

5398

Box containing 20 cricket jumpers

5356

Ninja blender

5399

Bag containing mixed black and green flat caps

5357

Fryer

5400

Bag containing 10 boys Skate T-shirts

2 boxed mini sensor eco living bins

5401

Bag containing 5 gents ties

4 English teapot sets

5402

Bag containing 10 mixed fabric skate T-shirts

*5360

7 boxed spiralizers

5403

*5361

1 boxed carafe and 2 unboxed

Bag containing 10 mixed fabric skate T-shirts in
S/M/L/XL

Bistro set

5404

Bag containing 10 mixed gents skate T-shirts

*5363

Set of 3 European glasses

5405

Bag containing mixed Skate flat caps

*5364

Tray containing paper plates, plastic cups, wine
glasses and salad bowls

5406

Bag containing mixed gents T-shirts

5407

Bag containing mixed skateboard T-shirt

*5365
*5366

1 boxed and 1 unboxed entertaining multi server
Boxed acrylic tumbler set together with another
set of 6

5408

Bag containing 2 mixed skate T-shirts

5409

Box containing 25 cricket ware items

*5367

2 drinks dispensers

5410

Box containing 20 cricket tops

*5368

2 drinks dispensers

5411

Box containing 30 cricket tops

*5369

1 boxed and 1 unboxed drinks dispensers

5412

Box containing 25 boys cricket tops

*5339
5340

5350

*5358
5359

5362

*5370
*5371
5372

5413
Large box containing and instant pot, Bosch irons,
5414
Tefal Actifry etc
5415
Nutri ninja chef

4 Costa coffee jars
Box containing large quantity of Pot Noodle
drinking mugs

Box containing approx 10 hoodies
Box containing mixed hoodies
30 cricket tops

5322 Nutri ninja chef

5416

15 cricket tops

*5373

Boxed Nutri Ninja blender

5417

25 cricket tops

*5374

Boxed Nutri ninja blender

5418

22 cricket trousers

*5375

Boxed Nutri ninja blender

5419

Bag containing 15 skate snap back caps

*5376

Boxed Nutri ninja blender

5420

Bag containing 5 cricket bat covers

5321 Boxed Ninja ultimate blender plus

5421

Bag containing 5 cricket bat covers

5377
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5422

Bag containing 5 cricket bat covers

5423

Bag containing 5 cricket bat covers

5424

Bag containing 5 cricket bat covers

5425

Bag containing 5 cricket bat covers

5426

Bag containing 5 cricket bat covers

5427

Box containing 18 cricket tops

5428

Box containing 10 mixed cricket tops

5429

Box containing 16 cricket tops

5430

Box containing 15 cricket tops

5431

Box containing 18 cricket tops

5432

Box containing 18 cricket tops

5433

Box containing 20 cricket tops

5434

Box containing 25 cricket tops

5435

Box containing 10 hoodies

5436

Box containing 12 cricket tops

5437

Box containing 15 cricket jumpers

*5438

Bag containing mixed household items

*5439

Bag containing mixed misc. household items

5440

5503 Bag containing pillow inners

5441

Quantity of flower patterned lined curtains

5442

5325 2 large pallets of mixed summer wave
swimming pools
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